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I. Introduction

An array antenna is an assembly of radiating elements in one of many possible

geometrical configurations with the outputs of the individual elements in the array

combined to produce radiation of desired pattern shape and gain. The advantages of

array antennas over a single antenna include the following: 1) high gain and high

resolution without increasing the physical size of each element, 2) electronic control of

radiation patterns, such as scanning of main beam and shaping of radiation pattern, and

3) graceful degradation.

Many techniques have been developed in the synthesis of array patterns. Most of

the techniques, however, ignore mutual coupling between array elements. Mutual

coupling is the electromagnetic interaction between array elements. In addition, unless

the antenna elements are perfectly matched in impedance to the connected transmission

lines and/or perfect isolation power dividers are used, there will be coupling through the

feed network. The two fold coupling problem (element-to-element and feed network

coupling) then becomes difficult for analysis and very difficult for synthesis. This is

because coupling from one element to another can travel through the feed network and

I. Introduction
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. reappear in other elements leading to further antenna coupling; this is an endless

U couplingeffect.... ( / -,' - (

The coupling effects are minimum in the synthesis of simple patterns such as sum

and difference patterns since these patterns are not very sensitive to the element current

variations. However, in cases of more complex patterns such as low side lobe patterns

and shaped beams, mutual coupling can cause significant degradation of the radiation

pattern from the desired pattern.

This report presents new methods to compensate for mutual coupling effects of

both element and feed coupling. The techniques may be classified as synthesis methods

since they lead to realization of specific current distributions across the array in the

presence of practical coupling effects. The synthesis techniques described in this report

use the scattering parameter representation of array antennas and were initially

formulated by Smith and Stutzman [S-l]. Element currents can be calculated in the

presence of mutual coupling (array analysis); also a network that compensates for

mutual coupling effects cam be determined (array synthesis). A system of nonlinear

equations was derived by Smith and solved numerically for a compensation network.

Two approaches were used to compensate for mutual coupling: 1) the conventional feed

network is unaltered and amplitude and phase shift devices are placed between it and the

array at each port, 2) the parameters of the feed network are altered slightly in the design

process to anticipate compensation for coupling.

This report marks the finish of a four-year project supported by the U.S. Army

Research Office through the University of Massachusetts. Companion experiments were

conducted at the Physical Science Laboratory of New Mexico State University by

Russell P. Jedlicka and his colleagues. The problem attacked was very challenging,

requiring analysis, numerical computations, and experimental verification. Some aspects

of the experimental results are presented here as they relate to comparison with theory.

i. Introduction 2



However, this report focuses on analytical and numerical methods of array synthesis.

The first major document was Smith and Stutzman [S-l]. Our initial focus was on

microstrip antenna arrays as a testbed (hence, the project title), but the formulation is

completely general and both numerical computations and measurements involved both

microstrip and wire antennas. -

Chapter 2 reviews the network representations of array antennas and the general

synthesis technique using network representations. Also in Chapter 2 the system of

nonlinear equations derived by Smith will be reviewed. Chapter 3 reviews current

literature and experiments on mutual coupling compensation. In Chapter 4 three types

of compensation networks will be presented. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 modify the nonlinear

equations for each type of compensation network so that the equations can be solved

numerically. In Chapter 8 the compensation technique is applied to an eight-element

microstrip array. Chapter 9 presents some numerical examples using a moment method

computer program for wire antennas. Chapter 10 gives conclusions and

recommendations for future study.

Reader note: This report and its predecessor IS-II are lengthy and detailed. Chapter

10 of this report was written to aid the reader in extracting the contributions and

technical results. For a comprehensive summary of the findings from the study refer to

Chapter 10.

!. Introduction 3



II. Overview of Array Modeling and Synthesis

2.1 Scattering Matrix Representation of Array Antennas

An array antenna in its most general form consists of N-elements connected to an

N-way feed network and a generator as shown on Fig. 2.1-1. There are several ways to

represent these multiport networks such as in terms of impedance, admittance and

hybrid parameters. The mutual coupling in a network, however, is most easily

represented by scattering parameters, or S-parameters. Unlike other parameters which

are defined in terms of voltages and currents, S-parameters are defined in terms of

incident waves (a) and reflected waves {b,} as shown on Fig. 2.1-2. S-parameters are

normalized reflection and transmission coefficients under the condition that all other

ports are match loaded and undriven [G-I]:

i -
(2.1-1)

aJ ak -, koj

A network can be represented with S-parameters in matrix form as follows:

!!. Overview of Array Modeling and Synthesis 4
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IA 2 A 3A N A

q 
[SA] YAntenna 

Array

IF 2F 3F NF

[SF] N-Way
Feed Network

(N + I)F

V'~ G Generator

Figure 2.1-1. Network representation of' an N-element array antenna. i
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1 b Ia 2 l 'b 2  a3 j'b a-Ib

IS]

Figure 2.1-2. General N-port network as described by [bI= [SIfal.
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[b]= [S)a] (2.1-2)

where [a] and [b] are vectors of incident waves and reflected waves at each port, and [S]

is the S-matrix of the network. These wave variables are related to voltages and currents

by

Vi = -,IZO (ai + bi) (2.1-3)

I= (at - b) (2.1-4)

where Z4 is the characteristic impedance of the port i. From (2.1-3) and (2.1-4) the

average power flowing into port i is

Pi ' Re{v 'I}
2 (2.1-5)

-±(ai4a - bib*)

It is often convenient to use normalized voltages and currents, where the voltage

is normalized by dividing by the square root of the reference impedance Z' and the

current is normalized by multiplying by the square root of the reference impedance.

When normalized with Z7 - Zm, (2.1-3) and (2.1-4) become

Vi - a + b (2.1-6)

Ii- a - b, (2.1-7)

The power expression (2.1-5), however, remains the same. On the other hand, when the

characteristic impedance of the port i and reference impedance are different (Z, # Z) a

step change in the characteristic impedance at port i must be assumed before the

It. Overview of Array Modeling and Synthesis 7



voltages and currents can be normalized by 7, Throughout this report the normalized

definition of currents and voltages are assumed.

When two or more networks represented by S-matrices are interconnected, a single

S-matrix that describes the overall network can be formulated. In general, q ports of an

- M-port network A and an N-port network B may be connected as shown on Fig. 2.1-3.

The combined network is described by the matrix equation

[bA]J [SA] [s0] taA]j
[EbA) ESA coj CaA](2.1-8)

The order of the scattering matrix in the above equation can be reduced using theE:

procedure discussed by Smith IS-1, Sec.3.1.2]. The resulting scattering matrix for the

overall network is

l [sA B] - [sp, + sp(r - SCC-'s C] (2.1-9)

where the matrix [SAIU] is a square matrix of the order N + M - 2q . The superscript

* A/B represents S-parameters for the combined network that consists of the network A

and the network B. The S-parameters on the right hand side of (2.1-9) are submatrices

of original S-matrix in (2.1-8) grouped in external (unconnected) and internal

(interconnected) ports. These matrices are defined by Gupta [G-11 as

D p] . [I IISp I[ a (2.1-10)
[bC]J L[SCpESCC]j [ac]

where [ap] and [bp] are the wave variables of the external ports, and [ac] and [bc] are

wave variables of the internal ports. [Sp,] and [Scc] are the S-parameters of external and

internal ports, respectively, and [Spj and [Sc) are the S-parameters from the external

II. Overview of Array Modeling and Synthesis
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IA/B 2 A/B 3 A/B (M - q)AIB------ -- ------------
(q + )A (q + 2)A (q + 3)A MA

[S A ] Network A

1A 2A 3A q A

I B  2B  3B  q

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

[sB Newor B

(M - q + 3)AIB (M - q + 3)A /B (M + N - 2q)A/ I

Figure 2.1-3. Arbitrary connection of Mport network A and N-port network B.
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L.

ports to the internal ports and vice versa. The matrix [S.] is a square matrix of order

* M + N - 2q , and [Scc is a square matrix of order 2q. The connection matrix cri is

defmed as r, - 1 if port i is connected to port j and r, - 0 otherwise. For example, the

submatrices for the networks A and B in Fig. 2.1-3 can be written as

Sq+].q~S q+S,q+2 ... IM 0 0 ... 0

A
S M,q+I -S " SMM 0 0 ... 0

ESPP] -~ S2 . B 0 0 (2.1-11)

0 0 ... 0 Sq~lq Sql~+ ... Sq+,

a B

0 0 ... 0 Sq+ 1 SN q+ 2 ... S, N

A A A

,A~

S1. S, ... S+I,q 0 0 ... 0

SqA!  S A ... SqAq 0 0 ... 00SC 0 .. 0l q.2. S, B s .B (2.1-12)

o 0 ... 0 SqB1 S ... Sq~qB

L 0 0 .. 0 q  Sq ... S,q0

[S ..] , I M2Mq B aS (2.1-13)
00 ... 0 Sq+l,1 Sq+ ,2 ... q+l,q

0 0 ... 0 sL s, 1,,. S i.

11. Overview or Array Modeling and Synthesis 10



I ,q+. Iq+2 ... s 0 0 0 0S A  A

c -S~, Sqq+2 SA M  0 0 ... 0

oSCP- *. 0 B (2.1-14)
1,q+1 S1.q+2 SLN

B B B

o o ... 0 Sqq+j Sq.q+2 ... N

and the connection matrix is

0 0 ... 0 1 0 ... 0

0 0 ... 0 0 1 ... 0

0 0 ... 0 0 0 ... I
1171 (2.1-15)

1 0 ... 0 0 0 ... 0

0 1 ... 0 0 0 ... 0
* o . . .o 0

0 0 ... 1 0 0 ... 0

where row/column i for i- ...q in r represent ports I through q of the network A and

row/column i for i - q + 1 ...2q represent ports I through q of the network B. For

example, r,,+, - I since port I of network A and port I of network B are connected as

shown in Fig. 2.1-3.

When an external port is excited by a generator, (2.1-8) and (2.1-9) can be extended

to allow calculation of wave variables impressed by the generator at the remaining port.

Figure 2.1-4 shows a generator connected to port i of an N-port network. In general, a

generator is expressed in S-parameters as

!1. Overview of Array Modeling and Synthesis I I
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.A/G 2 AIG 3 A/G (j i)A/G

IA 2 A 3 A (- )A

iA  (+ )A NA

I~~~~~~ 
A /G__ 

_ __ _ __ _

------------------------------ -------------- --------

IAIG (N- j)A/G

Figure 2.1-4. An N-port excited by a generator at port i.

I. Overview of Array Modeling and Synthesis 12
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bG -S ao + c0  (2.1-16)

where SO is reflection coefficient of the generator and c' is the wave excited by the

generator. The wave variable aG is the incident wave into the generator from a network

connected to the generator. Equation (2.1-16) is a statement of the fact that the signal

that comes out of the generator, bG, is a superposition of waves produced by the

generator and waves reflected from the generator. Ideally, the reflection coefficient of

a generator is small (SG - 0). In this case the reflected wave from the generator is equal

to the wave induced by the generator (bP - cG). The multiport combined with the

generator (as in Fig. 2.1-4) can be expressed as

A A .. A AA
b, Sl ... s,.N sz 0 al 0

A A A SA Ab2  iS .2 ... 2N: 5 2 0 a2  0
• ... S. . S

+ .(2.1-17)

N SN, .2 N1 .. SAN.S 0 a A 0
°N'l iN,2 "' i,N 'Ni vbA A eA AA oA
S, Si, ... SiN jS aij 0

b 0 0 ... 0 0 So a! c

If subscript P is used to denote external ports and subscript C to denote internal ports,

(2.1-17) is of the form

E bp] r(Sp] ESpd][ICap]irr 1 (2.1-18)
ibcJ i CSc,,J cc Lac Lcc

The above equation can be reduced to two types of equations, o:',e that relates the

external ports and one that relates the internal ports. The relationship at the external

11. Overview of Array Modeling and Synthesis 13



ports (for example, ports I through i-I and i+ 1 through N in Fig. 2.1-4) can be

described by

[b ] _ [SAIG][aAIO] + [cAIG]  (2.1-19)

where [SA/G] is combined S-parameters for the network and the generator which is a

square matrix of the order N - I obtained using (2.1-9). The wave variables [aA/G] and

[bA/ ] are equivalent to [ap] and [bp] in (2.1-18), respectively. The waves induced by the

generator at external ports of the combined networks are obtained from [G-11

[cA/C] - [Spcr - Scc-,[c] (2.1-20)

where r defines the connection between the generator and the feed network. The second

relationship derived from (2.1-19) describes the incident waves and the reflected waves

at the internal ports of the combined network (for example, port i and generator port

of the network in Fig. 2.1-4) [G- I]:

i - (2.1-21)

and

bcb] - [rlJac] (2.1-22)

Suppose the network of Fig. 2.1-4 has 4 ports and port 3 is excited (N 4, i= 3).

The waves induced by the generator at external ports of the combined network (ports

1, 2, and 4) are obtained using (2.1-20) as follows:

!1. Overview of Array Modeling and Synthesis 14



EcIJ c- 1~

[ 
[ 1

I" -1 -s -c-0L S js (2.1-23) ,

- 4 3 ]

The incident waves at the internal ports of the combined network (ports 3 and 5) are

obtained using (2.1-21)

=ac flA

. o r - scc]-' [cc]
.3'- S - c (2.1-24)

The reflected waves at the connected ports are obtained from the incident waves using

(2.1-22)

Fb 0
- [r]Eac]

H!. Overiew or Array Modeling and Synthesis is



1 0 _S A c
(2.1-25)

_,CG

-c

The above techniques can be used to analyze array antennas. In particular, the

currents at each antenna element in the presence of mutual coupling can be calculated

in five simple steps.

1. Find the S-parameters of the antenna array, SA, the feed network, SP, and the

generator, SG. This may be done by measurements, by using a mathematical model for

the networks, or by using a CAD procedure such as MCAP (see Section 3.2).

2. Calculate the combined S-matrix for the feed network and a generator, S?/" , using

(2.1-9) and the waves induced by the generator at the output ports of the feed network,

cF/G, using (2.1-20).

3. Calculate S-parameters for the array/feed/generator network, SA'F/F using (2.1-9).

4. Calculate incident and reflected waves at antenna ports for the array/feed/generator

network using (2.1-21) and (2.1-22).

5. Calculate the element currents with (2.1-7).

11. Overview of Array Modeling and Synthesis 16



2.2 The Mutual Coupling Problem

Mutual coupling is the electromagnetic interaction between two antenna elements.

Mutual coupling can significantly alter the performance of an array antenna. For mm

instance, it can change the active impedance of the antenna elements (the input

impedance of the elements when the array is fully excited), alter the element excitation

currents, and lead to deterioration of the active element patterns. All of these changes

lead to degradation of the radiation pattern from that obtained with no mutual coupling.

The major effects on the radiation pattern are changes in sidelobe level, and shifting and

filling of nulls. In addition, changes in gain and beamwidth of the main lobe, and other

undesirable effects can occur due to mutual coupling. In general, these effects on the

radiation pattern increase as the magnitude of coupling increases.

A comprehensive summary of mutual coupling studies is given by Smith [S-1]. In

this section the mechanism of mutual coupling in an array antenna and the effect of

mutual coupling on radiation pattern will be discussed. In particular, we will consider

mutual coupling on microstrip array antennas. The basic theory, however, is applicable

to any array antenna configuration.

2.2.1 The mechanism of mutual coupling in microstrip arrays

There are two types of mutual coupling that exist in an antenna array: the mutual

coupling among antenna elements and the coupling through the feed network. Figure

2.2-1 shows the coupling mechanisms in a four element array antenna. The dominant

mutual coupling among the antenna elements occurs through space waves. This type of

coupling is strongly dependent upon the geometry of the array. The interelement

ii. Overview of Array Modeling and Synthesis 17



PM Element
Coupling

Antenna
Array

K Feed
Coupling U

Feed
* Network

Generator

Figure 2.2-1 The mutual coupling in an N element array antenna.
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spacing is the most important parameter in space wave coupling. The mutual coupling

in an eight element microstrip array consisting of 0.312A spaced quarter-wave patches

which is used in one of the experiments performed for this project (described in Chapter

8) is shown in Fig. 2.2-2. The magnitude and phase of the scattering coefficients Sj

between element I and j are plotted versus element number j. Both magnitude and phase

of the mutual coupling show strong correlation to the spacing between antenna

elements. This result agrees with the mutual coupling studies conducted by Jedlicka and

Carver [J-1,J-21. In addition to the element spacing, the shape of antenna elements and

their orientation are important in the space coupling [A-7,J-l].

Secondary mutual coupling in a microstrip array occurs through surface waves on

the array substrate [3-11. In this coupling the substrate acts as a dielectric waveguide

permitting signals to propagate between antenna elements. The structure of the array

board such as the thickness of substrate, the permittivity of dielectric material and the

length of array are important variables in surface coupling. However, Jedlicka and

Carver [3-14-2] have shown that a change in substrate thickness has little effect in

mutual coupling. It implies that the degree of surface coupling is very small compared

to space coupling. Surface wave coupling also occurs in a microstrip feed network as a

secondary mutual coupling effect.

The third mutual coupling component among antenna elements is return loss

represented by S,. This is reflection coefficient of an element when all other elements are

match loaded. The return loss does not alter the element currents when there is no

element to element coupling or when each element is driven by an independent

generator. The most significant effect in these cases are loss of power efficiency.

However, when mutual coupling exist among elements and in the feed network the

return loss significantly changes element current distribution.

11. Overview of Array Modeling and Synthesis 19
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The primary coupling effect in the feed network occurs from the cross talk between

two ports due to nonideal power dividers used in the network. In general, the cross talk

in a power divider cannot be completely eliminated without use of active devices. It is

also well known that passive multiport networks other than two port networks cannot

be matched on all ports. This implies that any feed network for array antennas, even for

a simple two element array, cannot have output ports matched to the antenna elements.

When mutual coupling in the antenna and the coupling in the feed network are

combined very complex feedback loops are created. The overall effect of mutual

coupling on the element excitation currents is nonlinear. This will be illustrated later in

Section 5.4.

2.2.2 The effect of mutual coupling on the radiation pattern

The degradation of a radiation pattern due to mutual coupling in an array antenna

includes increased side lobes and shifting and filling of nulls. These effects are especially

severe when precise control of excitation currents is necessary as in the case of a low side

lobe pattern. The effects on the radiation pattern will be illustrated here using numerical

simulations.

Consider an eight element array with 0.312 wavelength interelement spacing. We

will assume the measured mutual coupling in Fig. 2.2-2. An average element pattern of

cosO'(0.90) is assumed. Two types of excitations are considered: a sum pattern and a 35

dB Dolph-Chebyshev pattern.

The synthesis of the sum pattern requires equal magnitude and equal phase

excitation on all antenna elements:
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13l-.I0j 17 - .0/0

This is the simplest form of array excitation. An 8-way corporate feed network consists

of seven 3 dB power dividers as shown in Fig. 2.2-3 is assumed. The S-parameters of

power divider feed networks are derived in Section 6.2. The element currents in the

presence of mutual coupling are calculated using the Fortran program MCAP described

in Section 4.2. Using MCAP the currents are obtained as

I,= 1.14519/22.6 Is -0.90666/j9*

12 =0.62643/11.5 16=- 1.14473t29.9 2.-2

13 - 0.96579/28.0E 17 - 0.84026/26.6*

14 -0.82951/7.8* Is- 1.16862/11.1

The plot of normalized radiation patterns for the case with mutual coupling and for the

case without mutual coupling are shown in Fig. 2.2-4. The figure shows that the major

effect on the radiation pattern is filling of nulls. However, other effects such as change

in side lobe levels are very small.

The 35 dB Dolph-Chebyshev array requires the following current distribution jS-2J:

1- 0. 191540.Q* Is - 1.00000/0.O0

12 = 0.46362/0.0* 165 - 0.78425/0.W 223
13 = 0.78425/0.0* 17 = 0.46362/0.0*

14 = Il.00ML2/0.0 Is = 0. 1915410.00
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Figure 2.2-3. An 8-way corporate feed network consists of seven power dividers
used in the calculation of the element currents.
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-30 -20 -t0 0 d8
(b)

Figure 2.2-4. Normalized radiation patterns of sum array. a) without and b) with
mutual coupling using currents from (2.2-1) and (2.2-2) and a
cosPu(0.90) element pattern.
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The feed network consists of an 8-way corporate feed network consists of seven 2-way

variable power dividers as shown in Fig. 2.2-3. The power split ratio K, in the figure are

set to yield desired currents when there is no coupling in the array. A detailed discussion

on N-way power divider network is given in Section 6.2. The currents in the presence

of mutual coupling obtained using MCAP are

11 = 0.32639/-36.7* Is - 0.63545/-75.3"

12 - 0.50824-Il.3* 16 - 0.99316-71.4 °  (2.2-4)

13 - 0.73737/-2.3* 17 - 0.27918/-113.9 °

14 - 1.09558/62.4* Is- 0.11985/-71.7-

The calculated radiation pattern for both sets of currents (2.2-3) and (2.2-4) are shown

in Fig. 2.2-5. The figure clearly shows that the side side lobes increase to approximatly

-25dB for the array with mutual coupling. A change in the beamwidth is also apparent.

Compared to the sum pattern this low side lobe pattern requires more precise control

of excitation currents. It can be concluded from these results that an array that requires

precise control of excitation currents is affected more by mutual coupling.
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-30 -20 -10 0 dB
(a)

-30 -20 -10 0 dB
(b)

Figure 2.2-5. Normalized radiation patterns of 35dB Dolph-Chebyshev array with
main beam steered to -10 degrees. a) without and b) with mutual
coupling using currents from (2.2-3) and (2.2-4) and a cos"(0.90)
element pattern.
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2.3 Array Antenna Pattern Analysis Approaches Including Mutual Coupling

Most array analysis is based on the assumption that elements are connected to

independent generators with either forced or free excitation [0-11. However, array i

antennas are usually excited by a feed/generator network, in which case the above

assumption is not applicable. We begin this section with a discussion of independent

generator excitation methods, and follow it with a more general treatment that includes

feed network effects.

2.3.1 Independent generator excitations

In the independent generator excitation case elements of the array are assumed to

be identical and to be driven by independent generators. It is only necessary to consider

the coupling among antenna elements.

Forced Excitation

In forced excitation, the antenna elements are fed by constant-voltage sources or

constant-current sources. In practice it is difficult to create such sources to drive the

elements, but they are convenient from a modeling standpoint. In the case of voltage

sources, as shown in Fig. 2.3-1 the generator imposes constant voltages across the

antenna elements. The element currents are then found from the voltage and the

impedance matrices using

Ei] - [Z]-L'Ev (2.3-1)
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Figure 2.3-1. Array excited by constant-voltage sources (forced excitation).
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where Zu represents self impedance of antenna element i and Z,, for i # j represents the

mutual impedance between element i and element j. The radiation pattern for this array

is given by IK-1,W-II

N -

F(O, ) g1(0, (2.3-2)

where

n - xn sin 0 cos 4, + yn sin 0 sin 4 + zn cos 0

for an array of identical elements with arbitrary locations (x,, y., 7). The coordinate

system used here is defined in Fig. 2.3-2. The currents (i,) are obtained from (2.3-1) and

may contain a linear phase that steers the beam to location (00, ,0). The isolated element

pattern, &(0, 4), is obtained in the short circuited array environment where only one --

element is fed by a generator and all other elements are shorted. This is illustrated in

Fig. 2.3-3.

Free Excitation

In the free excitation mode each antenna element is driven by constant incident

power sources as shown in Fig. 2.3-4. This is a more realistic method of feeding array

antennas than forced excitation method (0-11. Because of the inclusion of the generator

impedances, the change in input impedance of the elements alters both the voltage and

current in each element. In this case the system can be described better with scattering

parameters as

[b], = (S][a] (2.3-3)
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Figure 2.3-2. Geometry of an arbitrary array antenna
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Figure 2.3-3. Array with all but one elements shorted (forced excitation).
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Figure 2.3-4. Array excited by constant incident power sources (free excitation).
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where a's and b's represent incident and reflected waves for the array as discussed in

Section 2.1. The elements of the scattering matrix [S] represent coupling coefficients

between pairs of elements of the array with all others match loaded. The currents at each

element can be calculated using (2.1-7) as

[i'] - [a] - [b] (2.3-4)

The radiation pattern for free excitation is [A- l

N

F(6, 4) = gi(0, O)DIef. n (2.3-5)
n=1

where & is the isolated element pattern obtained as in the free excitation case. In (2.3-5)

all mutual coupling effects are contained in the element currents (i'j.

Alternatively, the radiation pattern for the free excitation can be obtained from

[A-i ,W- IJ-31

N

F(6, 4) 2 g4(0, 0)l'nej ~ (2.3-6)
nmi

where g, is the active element pattern for the n-th element which is obtained when only

the n-th element is driven and all other elements are terminated with their generator

impedance (see Fig. 2.3-5). 1, is the current that would be flowing without coupling

from other generators which is proportional to generator voltage V,. In other words, the

effect of mutual coupling is contained only in the active element pattern and not in the

element currents [A-,.-31. The active element pattern of each element can be calculated

from [P-3,P-41
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Figure 2.3-5. Array with all but one element match loaded. (free excitation).
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N
g,,,(o, 0,) 90 g )O (2.3-7

frmI

where i.) is the current in the m-th element induced by n-th generator when all other -

elements are match loaded.

The relationship in (2.3-6) is one of superposition and relies on linearity of the

array environment, which is the usual case. The mutual coupling here arises only from

scattering from the array elements. This is different from the fully excited array

discussed next.

2.3.2 Full coupling array representation

Most arrays are fed by a feed/generator network which cannot be represented by

independent generators. This general situation is shown in Fig. 2.3-6. The basic

difference between the independently driven array and the feed network driven array is

the existence of coupling through the feed network in the latter case as well as coupling

between elements. To account for the element and feed coupling, the scattering

parameter analysis discussed in Section 2.1 must be used. Specifically, the element and

feed S-matrices must be combined using (2.1-9), and solved for the incident and reflected

waves at the elements using (2.1-21) and (2.1-22), then solved for the element currents

using (2.1-7). The radiation pattern can be obtained using (2.3-6) but with currents I,:

N

F(O, 4) - .g'"(8, O)lnej  (2.3-8)
n=1
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Figure 2.3-6. Full coupling array antenna.
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Here g',.(8, 4) is the pattern of each element in the array environment when the

array is operating in a fully excited state. These element patterns cannot be measured

directly, rendering (2.3-8) somewhat useless. It is, however, useful as a step in the

process of accounting for all coupling effects in a fully excited array. The next section

reveals this.

2.3.3 Approximate approaches to full coupling representation

The first level of approximation we introduce is to approximate the full array active

element patterns in (2.3-8) by the active element pattern of (2.3-6) obtained by exciting

elements one at a time. The current distribution on an element in the array is affected

by neighboring elements. This includes element type, orientation, and position as well

as the neighboring element current amplitude and phase. All these factors affect the

current distribution. However, the current of an individual element is affected primarily

by its own boundary conditions and secondarily by mutual coupling effects. Therefore,

we assume that the element pattern is very well approximated by the case where it is

excited and all other elements are match loaded (e.g. the active element pattern). Thus,

N
F(8, 0)ze. g"(0, o)ne ?- (2.3-9)

nmi

The next level of approximation in array analysis is to factor the array pattern into

a product of an array factor and an 'element pattern' which we call the array element

pattern gb,(O, 0). The array element pattern is the pattern of a typical antenna element

obtained by measuring its pattern with all other elements match loaded. The element
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usually selected is a central element in the array. Then the array pattern of (2.3-9) is

approximated using

N

- F(, )LgW(, 4)Z"  nn e  (2.3-10)
nMl

where the summation is the classical array factor. The current I. of (2.3-10) is obtained

using the S-parameter array analysis technique discussed in Section 2.1. Employment

of the principle of pattern multiplication requires that all elements be alike (in type and

orientation), that coupling is not excessive (elements not extremely close together), and

that array edge effects are not large.

Further study on derivation of (2.3-8) and approximations used to obtain (2.3-9)

and (2.3-10) are necessary. In particular numerical experiments using computer

programs such as ESP (described in Sec. 9.2) must be conducted to verify these

equations.

Ui

2.4 The Synthesis Problem

As seen in Section 2.2, mutual coupling alters the radiation pattern of an array

antenna. To compensate for mutual coupling a network can be placed between the

elements and the feed network. The network is designed such that correct currents are

obtained at the input to the antenna elements in the presence of mutual coupling. A

more useful realization of a compensation effect is to not have a separate compensation

network, but to include mutual coupling compensation into the design phase of the
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conventional feed network which can be handled within the framework of the general

approach introduced here.

In the most general form an array has N-elements, an M-way feed network

connected to a generator, and an N + M port compensation network as shown on Fig.

2.4-1. This array can be fully described using S-parameters. The antenna elements and IN

the compensation network are represented by matrices [SA) and ESc], respectively. The

combined network of a feed network and a generator is described by a matrix ESF/' and

a vector EcFI/' obtained using (2.1-9) and (2.1-20), respectively.

In the synthesis of a compensation network, the matrix [Sc] represents the

unknowns, and the desired (design) element currents are denoted as [ IA] . The S-matrix

of the elements, ESA], and the feed/generator network, ESF1 -], are assumed to be

known. The relationship between the incident and reflected waves of the compensation

network is given by

C CC C1 . 21,N " 1,N+M

bc  C C C C C•2.1 ... S2,N ... S2.N+M a2

bCC CCC C
N N .I N.2 .. SN,N ... N,N+M aN (2.4-1)

bc c C ... Sc C
SN+I, SN+1.2 N+I,N ... N+I.N+M aN+1

bc+ Sc  c ... SC  C MN a

NM+M N+M, MN+M. N+M.N " N+M.N+M aN+M

where the notation used here is consistent with that in Fig. 2.4-1. In addition, it is clear

from the figure that

C AbiC- a, (2.4-2)
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[SA] Antenna Array
1A 2 A 3 A NA

Ic  2c  3c  NC

LSC1 Compensation
L Li Network

(N+I)c (N+2)c (N+3)c (N+M)C

F 2 F F  M F

[SF] 'N-Way
Feed Network

(M + If

sF/G]

'n-' GGenerator
----------------------------------------- I

Figure 2.4-I. General form of an array antenna with a compensation network.
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a, bi (2.4-3)

for I 1 1 , N. The wave variables [a,] and IbA] are related to the (specified) desired

currents CIA] by

[,A ] _ [aA] - [bA]  (2.4-4)

or

[aA ] _ ["A +( bA ]  (2.4-5)

The wave variables are also related to the antenna S-matrix (SA] by

CbA] - [SA]EaA] (2.4-6)

Substituting (2.4-5) into the above equation and solving for the vector [bA] proceeds as

follows

[bA] _ FsA]I'IA - b A]

[bA] = [sA[IA ] - [SA][bA]

[I - SA][bA] = CSA'[IA]

[bA] _ (I _ SA]-[SA3[IA ]  (2.4-7)

where [I] is the square identity matrix. It follows from (2.4-5) and (2.4-7) that wave

variables [aA] can be represented as

[aA] = CjAJ + [I - SA[-IESA]E A ]  (2.4-8)
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Equations (2.4-7) and (2.4-8) or (2.4-5) relate the wave variables to the known S-matrix

[SA] and the desired currents [IA].

At the junction between the feed/generator network and the compensation network

(see Fig. 2.4-1),

ca bF/ (2.4-9)a i+N

b = ar/0  (2.4-10)

for I i M. Using (2.1-19), the wave variables at the feed network are related by

b bFIG] - [SF'G][a l'] + [ IG] (2.4-11)

It should be noted that the incident wave vector from the compensation network into

the feed/generator network [aF"0 ) is not a constant vector. Rather, it depends on the

actual compensation network ESC) . This vector is not necessary in the final solution.

However, these variables play an important role as the intermediate unknowns in theU
solution process. To emphasize the fact that the incident waves need to be treated as

unknowns, the vector entries are changed as follows:

Ui = aF/'l  for 1 < i5 M (2.4-12)

Substituting (2.4-2), (2.4-3) and (2.4-9) through (2.4-12) into (2.4-1) gives
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bA

aJ A . I I I I I .. S I I - .

1  1, . ,N . ,N+M A

A b2aI S, S ...2 2 . 2. . S2.N ... S2,N+M

A
A SC S C SC bNaN3t N " N. . SN,N ... N,N+M M

u, s° ... L )UN+, SN+1 2 . N+I,N SN+I,N+M

UM SN+M,t SN+M,2 ... N+M .N ... SN+M,N-M CM + Mi j

(2.4-13)

From this the resulting system of nonlinear equations is

NA C -a 'S A  X'C CF/0o L OIUj
0--a D k~ + "- sk,N+ifCI + i  for 1:< k N (2.4-14)

which follow from the top portion of (2.4-13) and

N M r
0-Uk-.N + ZSkibj + Z kN IFcr1 + E ,j for N+ 1 !k N+ M

(2.4-15)

which follow from the lower portion of(2.4-13). The system of equations (2.4-14) and

(2.4-15) are in general form. The equations are solved for Sicj which are the scattering

parameters of the compensation network. The variables a,, b,, SFJ, and cFIG are known,
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and U, are intermediate unknowns. The nonlinear property in (2.4-14) and (2.4-15)

arises from the the terms 5c+Uj where both (S,} and [U,) depend on unknown variables

{X4}. When generator value G is treated as an unknown (for example, power divider

compensation) the product S. c, G also contributes to the nonlinear property of the

equations. These equations cannot be solved for a compensation network until the

relationship between physical parameters and S-parameters of the compensation

network is defined. In other words, we must define functions of the form

s~c = ;j(XX 2,..., XN) (2.4-16)

where {X) are complex variables representing network parameters. Three different types

of compensation networks considered in this report are discussed in Chapter 4. In

Chapters 5 through 7 we proceed with solving for required compensation configurations

for three networks.

The system of nonlinear equations are then solved for compensation network

parameters using the Damped Newton's method [D-41 which is an iterati . - numerical

technique. A review of the Newton's method and the Damped-Newton's method is given
U

by Smith [S-1, Secs. 5.2-5.41. The numerical technique is implemented in programs

SANE and SANE-PODCON to solve for attenuator/phase shifter network and power

divider network which are described in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively.

2.5 Calculation of Element Currents at the Patch Edges

Microstrip arrays are usually fabricated with a section of transmission line attached

between the antenna patches and the board input, which will be called the feed lines asI
indicated in Fig. 2.5-1. These feed lines should not be confused with the feed network
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that is fabricated on a separate substrate. The purpose of the feed lines are to excite the

antenna patches with correct mode and polarization.

The S-parameters of the array board represent the combined network of antenna

patches and their feed lines. The currents calculated from the antenna and feed network

matrices using (2.1-7), (2.1-21) and (2.1-22) are the values at the feed line - feed network

junction. In the absence of coupling these currents are equivalent to the array excitation

coefficients. However, in the presence of mutual coupling each antenna element in an

array has a different active impedance. As a result, the relative currents at the patch

edges are different from that of the feed line input. To determine the correct currents

at patch edges, the feed line currents need to be transformed.

Two types of current transformations are necessary for analysis and for synthesis.

In the analysis case, the calculated currents at the board input need to be transformed

to the currents at patch edges. In the synthesis case, on the other hand, the desired

currents at patch edges need to be transformed to the board input currents to compute

the compensation network.

In either case, it is necessary to assume that S-parameters of feed lines [S-] are

known. Since the feed lines cannot be separated from the antenna patches to measure

S-parameters, an accurate mathematical model for the feed line is required. In this

report the S-parameters obtained from MCAP are assumed to be accurate enough since

the structure of feed line is simple. It is also necessary to assume that the currents at

patch edges actually correspond to the excitation coefficients of the antenna patches.

More rigorous analysis of the patch - feed line interaction can be accomplished using the

method of moment as reported by Pozar [P-91.

In the analysis case the wave variables, the incident waves a and reflected waves b

are known for the specified S-matrices of an antenna array, the feed network and
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generator by (2.1-21) and (2.1-22). The wave variables at the patch edge can be obtained

from the general S-parameter equation:

[b] - [SFL]Ea) (2.5-1)

or

i SF p 
(2.5-2)[FL FL][

where a,, and b,,, are wave variables at board input which are known, and a0.., and

b..., are wave variables at the feed line near the patch edge. The matrix [SFL] represents

S-parameters of a feed line which may include loss in the line. It is clear from Fig. 2.5-2

that the incident waves to the patches are the reflected waves from the feed line output

and vice versa, i.e., b.,,,. - a.. and a.. - b... Using these relationships in (2.5-2)

and solving for the wave variables at patches,

FL
bpt binput - S I I ainput(253bPSu 1ha 1S (2.5-3)

FLS12

= S namput + Sbpamch

FL sFL FL (2.5-4)
S21 anput + 2 input FL- i

S12

Then, the current at the patch edge is
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apatch aoutput anu

bpatch boutput bnu

Figure 2.5-2. Definition of wave variables at the patch edge and the feed line input
for a microstrip patch antenna.
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Ipach = apatch - bpatch

FLFLTL sF(bp L binput S Il ainpu t

put S FL ainput)

FLFLFL Spu - + (b122u _FL pt

S21 a. + S FL  (bput- I a.

In the synthesis case a similar transformation cannot be applied directly because

only the desired currents and not wave variables are specified at the patch edges. It is

clear from (2.1-7) that there is an infinite number of pairs of a. and b, which produce the

specified value of currents I.. To calculate wave variables at the patch edges, the

scattering matrix for antenna patches without feed lines is necessary. This can be

obtained by subtracting the feed line portion of S-parameters from the S-matrix of

antenna patches with feed lines.

Consider the problem of removing a transmission line section of known

S-parameters from the port I of a general N-port as indicated in Fig. 2.5-3. We will

designate the original N-port scattering matrix by [SO)] and the reduced N-port by

[S)]. The feed line section has an S-matrix of the form

[sFL] . (2.5-6)
[sn' sF-J

Using the interconnection matrix equation (2.1-9),

[sP° ] = [s,, + s,,(r - scc-' sc,] (2.5-7)

where
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FL0 S Si~11 ~ 0 S~ 0
o S(') (I ... S 01 0 S(I)

o I) S() ... o S(9"32 5 33 ' 3N: 31(|

s 
. . . (2.5-8)

LScp Scc
0 N N3N() €(V) S ()  0 ()

FL 0 0 0SFL0os ' o o3 ... o s (1o0 (I) S(o) .. o) 0 s(I)
0 "12 °13 "' IN 1

Spp represents the scattering matrix for the network with external ports 1,2,...,N and S~c

represents the connected ports. The connection of ports 2F and 1' is expressed by

Er)=i (2.5-9) -1 0

Evaluation of the right hand side of (2.5-7) proceeds as follows:

r cc 1 - ?S]

iti
(r - scc - 1 1 1 ]
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FL

*S1 2  0

spc(r - c~f 1 11
-S c)- 1-2'1 [ 22~-

SFL SFL

S2'1 S22 2

22 11 ~ s-~

IsFL SFL

scr- sccT'Iscp 13 22 31 S 2 0~ 3 0
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SFL S ~()SFSI L()..SFL z(1)12 1  1  2 1 12~ ~ 1s3 ~ 12 SIN

SFLS(1) SFSISl S22 S(1 S~l ... SFL-sIVs ,

FL

And finally,

Es(0I) [s,~ + s,(r - sccf' SCIP]

F~ 2 (')II+S1 2 I - 1 +12 SS

_________ FL4Z(I) (o - sF~s0~))sV) + FLOs~~S'2

FLSI

F~L (1 (1 - SIS(I))SI) + Fs.CsI) C(I

(1 - S LS ',)+ ... (1F -( 1~5t ))5

(1-S S) + SFS',S ) _. ( SFLS(I)bS(I +FC1)z

(2.5-10)

(1 1 N3~,~S + S22 N 1 1 ... (I - S22 11~S +N 22 NIIN

Equating (2.5-10) to the original S-parameter matrix, we can obtain four relations.
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CFLCFL 5 ()

S() SFL 312021 11 (2.5-11)
I1] == Z1 F ()• - 22 "i !

S) S12 1 j 2 .. N (2.5-12)
Ij I FLS(t)

1 -1 1

- s21 "=n2 .. N (2.5-13)

1 - S22 11

CFLC(I)S(l) 2 ...9 N
-(0) i) S-2 .... N (2.5-14)

5jk == ik __" t FLS(i1) ! -1 _-22 + = 2 ...

Solving the above four equations for the S-parameters Sm gives

S (0)_ SFL

(I) I I I, 1 .(2.5-15)
; S1 = F L ( 1 F L ' L F L

2 - S1) + 12 21

s()l I s FLs(I)

S) - FL j - 2 ... N (2.5-16)
S12

lj s FL -

s(O) (|- FLs(I)

F) it -22 112 ... N (2.5-17)
S21

,Fe(I)sO 2 =... N

k) L-o) _ s 's ' = 2... N. (2.5-18)
1 _S 22 o11 k = 2.... N

Generalizing (2.5-15) to (2.5-18) for i-th feed line,

S 1-1) FL

Oi -L\ - LFit (2.5-19)H = FL( 5 -1I- F FL
22 -S 11 12 21
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To obtain the S-matrix of antenna patches without feed lines, the above process

must be applied sequentially to all feed lines; see Fig. 2.5-4. Thus, the S-matrix for the

array shown at the bottom of Fig. 2.5-4 is [SO%] with entries given by (2.5-19) to (2.5-22)

and evaluated sequentially for i - I,...,N. The wave variables can now be calculated for

the antenna patches using (2.4-7) and (2.4-8), and desired currents referred to the board

input are obtained from a process similar to the analysis case.

Subroutines were developed in the computer programs SANE (Appendix A) and

SANE-PODCON (Appendix B) implementing the analysis and synthesis steps discussed

in this section. In particular, equations (2.5-19) through (2.5-22) which calculate

S-matrix of microstrip patches given S-matrix of an array board with feed lines are

implemented in subroutine PREPRC in both SANE and SANE-PODCON.
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Figure 2.5-4. Steps to obtain S-matrix of antenna patches without feed lines.
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II. Existing Methods to Compensate for Mutual

Coupling

Many techniques have been developed to compensate or partially compensate for

mutual coupling effects in array antennas. Most of these techniques, however, consider

only the element coupling and neglect the second order effect of feed coupling. In

addition, many techniques are applicable only for a specific array geometry or for

specific radiating elements. This chapter presents a review of some existing

compensation techniques.

3.1. Compensation by an Added Network

Perhaps the most popular method to compensate for mutual coupling is to place

a network between the array element network and feed network. The simplest of such

networks are circulators and isolaters [H- 11]. However, these networks have power loss

in reflection [H-41 and are non-reciprocal causing difference on transmit and receive.
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They are also expensive components. A more practical method to compensate for

Umutual coupling is to place a matching network between the array and the feed network.

Hannan, et al. JH-4] developed a theory that accomplishes impedance matching

using networks that connect feed lines. The theory was derived from the proof by

-= Hannan IH-31 that for an infinite array it is possible to match all elements over all scan

angles for a single frequency and polarization.

Andersen and Rasmussen [A-21 presented an example for synthesis of a connecting

network applied to a fmite array. Their technique uses a network that has the negative

of the impedance matrix of the array elements. The network is connected in series with

the elements which reduces the impedance matrix of the overall network to zero. For
U. the connecting network to be lossless and passive it requires that the element impedance

matrix be purely reactive. This is accomplished by changing the array geometry. A two

element experiment showed a verification of the technique. However, for a three

Uelement array complete compensation was not achieved because reactive mutual

impedance between two outer elements and adjacent elements cannot be obtained

simultaneously.

0 Davies ID-31 presented an application of a matching network at the input ports of

a Butler matrix network. He showed that for the case of small circularly symmetric

planar arrays such as those used as feeds to reflector antennas, mutual coupling

compensation can be accomplished by a set of fixed phase shifts. This is achieved by

breaking down the array excitation into series of orthogonal circularly symmetric phase

modes, and impedance matching phase mode ports with phase shifters. He claimed that

these networks are independent of changes in the excitation which are necessary to scan

the main beam.

The compensation techniques discussed above are all based on the knowledge of

coupling coefficients between antenna elements. Another approach to mutual coupling
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compensation is to use the radiation pattern of the array. Davis [D-91 showed that

element currents in an N-element array can be approximately determined from the

magnitude and phase of the radiation pattern at N points. This calculation assumes that

active element patterns are similar for all elements. Using the calculated currents,

attenuators and phase shifters are added between the elements and the feed network to

correct for the error in the currents. As it will be shown later in Section 5.4 this process

is nonlinear. Thus, the correction to the element currents must be done iteratively.

Davis applied the pattern analysis technique to synthesize a 35 dB Dolph-Chebyshev

pattern using an 8-element array. Using the technique the side lobe level were reduced

from -26 dB to -31 dB after several iterations.

3.2. Compensation by Feed Network Modification

The methods treated in Section 3.1 compensated for mutual coupling by adding a

network between the elements and feed network. In this section, we review methods

which allows synthesis of feed networks that include mutual coupling compensation.

Kang and Pozar [K-2 developed two techniques to determine terminal voltages required

to produce the desired element currents using moment method impedance matrices of

array antennas. Then, the calculated voltages and desired currents can be used to design

a feed network. The first technique compensates for mutual coupling by point matching

a desired pattern in a given plane. A more complicated second technique, on the other

hand, corrects the pattern over all space. They show a numerical example of synthesis

of a 30 dB Dolph-Chebyshev endfire pattern using an array of eight parallel dipoles.

Application of these techniques, however, may be difficult for some radiating elements

since the techniques require a moment method impedance matrix of the array. Also the
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techniques neglect the feed network coupling effect which may be significant in a low

Iside lobe pattern.

Another technique presented by Elliott and Stem [E-l compensated for mutual

coupling using microstrip dipoles which are fed with electromagnetically coupled feed

W lines. In this technique the spatial relation between the dipoles and the feed lines, the

length of dipoles, and location of dipoles are design variables. The self impedance and

mutual impedance of the dipoles are functions of the design variables which were

determined by measurements. Using these functions, a multivariable equation can be

solved for the design variables given a desired radiation pattern, and then realized by the

geometry of the array. Experimental verification of the theory was achieved with a 32
[- element dipole array [S-31.

m[ 3.3. Other Mutual Coupling Compensation Techniques

There are many other compensation techniques that are specific to array

* architecture. For example, mutual coupling compensation can be accomplished by

software for a digital beam forming (DBF) array [S-6,H-5]. In a DBF array, the received

signals are detected and digitized at the element level. The digitized signals are then

processed using digital computer to form a desired radiation pattern. Steyskal [S-6]

showed that when the amplitude and phase of signals at each element in an array as well

as coupling coefficients between elements are available such as in a DBF array, coupling

effects can be cancelled by taking the inverse of the coupling coefficient matrix and then

multiplying the inverted matrix with the signals at each element. Herd [H-5] used this

technique for an eight element array to reduce the side lobe level from -20dB to -30dB.
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IV. Feed Configurations

4.1 Introduction

To compensate for mutual coupling the system of nonlinear equations derived in

Section 2.4 must be solved. These equations, however, cannot be solved until the form

of the scattering matrix [SC] is specified for the physical configuration of the network.

In this study we considered three types of feed network architectures that involve the

following basic building blocks: attenuator/phase shifter network, variable power divider

network, and transmission line network. This chapter develops the mathematical

representations necessary to solve for compensation. In general, these networks will be

considered as ideal in the sense that ohmic loss in transmission lines and phase shifters

are ignored, and mismatch in the phase shifters and attenuators are also ignored.

However, for the attenuator/phase shifter network, the non-ideal parameters of the

device will also be discussed.
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4.2 Using MCAP to Study Feed Components

The Microwave Circuit Analysis Program (MCAP) which was originally written

at Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, is a general purpose program for microwave

network analysis [G-11. The program has been modified at New Mexico State University

Physical Science Laboratory to enhance its capability. The modifications are discussed

in detail by Henry and Jedlicka [H-1]. Many such microwave CAD codes exist, but this

one is available at no cost and is documented in IG-l]. Access to the source code

permitted the modifications.

, MCAP evaluates the scattering matrix of an overall network given the

S-parameters of individual components in the network. This is basically a computer

implementation of the interconnected network equation in (2.1-9). The program is

* equipped with mathematical models of various stripline and microstrip components.

These models evaluate the S-parameters of the components from their physical

dimensions and their characteristic impedance. The standard components available in

* MCAP include transmission line section, step in the line width (impedance step), bend

in a line at an arbitrary angle, T-junction, coupled lines, series impedance and

admittance, and shunt impedance and admittance. In addition, user supplied S-matrices

for networks with up to 10 ports can be specified as components. After the evaluation

of the overall S-matrix, the program calculates the wave variables and corresponding

currents at all internal ports when an external port is connected to a generator with the

value G = l 0 and all other external ports are match loaded which is an implementation

of (2.1-21) and (2.1-22).

MCAP was used extensively in our study to analyze antenna element currents from

measured S-parameters of the antenna elements and feed networks. For example, an
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eight element array can be treated as a combination of elements, a feed network and a

generator. The internal ports for this network are the element input ports and the feed

network output ports which are connected to each other. The element currents are

calculated at the junctions between the element ports and feed network output ports

using MCAP. The program was also used to investigate and verify the S-parameters of

compensation networks.

4.3 The Attenuator/Phase Shifter Compensation Network

The basic configuration of the network consists of an attenuator in series with a

phase shifter as shown on Fig. 4.3-1. The attenuator reduceq the magnitude and the

phase shifter alters the phase of the signal. The series combination of these two devices

provides the required complex control of the signal flow to compensate for mutual

coupling. The scattering matrix of an ideal attenuator/phase shifter is given as [S-li

[SAIP] [A:-J[ AeI#] (4.3-1)

where A is the attenuation and 0 is the phase delay. This equation assumes that both

the attenuator and phase shifter are matched, so that no reflection occurs (S = 0). It

also assumes that the attenuator provides only attenuation and no phase delay, and that

the phase shifter provides only phase shift. In the subsequent analysis, the ideal

performance via (4.3-1) is assumed. However, representation of non-ideal performance

is discussed next for completeness.

In practice, neither the attenuators nor the phase shifters are ideal devices. The

attenuator introduces some phase shift and mismatch. Similarly, the phase shifter has
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Attenuator

* A Phase Shifter

Figure 4.3- 1. Graphical representation of attenuator/phase shifter compensation
network.
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some attenuation and mismatch. The S-matrix of attenuator/phase shifter which

includes these non-ideal parameters was derived by Smith [S-11 as follows

[ raB2 _'2 'A 1 -ABCle-0 + o
F A/P "1r P-.- I. rpIra - I

SAP pa Er .a-r2 e-]2 .. 1 (4.3-2) -
L'non-ideal.!- _Ale-ho, + rp a - p~Ae -2a (432

rra- 1rPra-I

where A is the attenuation, 4, is the phase shift and r. is the reflection coefficient of the

attenuator. Similarly, B is the attenuation, 0, is the phase shift and rp is the reflection

coefficient of the phase shifter. When mismatches of these devices are small enough

such that they can be neglected (r, = r. = 0), the S-matrix reduces to

' [ 0 1

Lno misatch = ABe-J(1A, + OP) 0 (4.3-3)

From this we see that phase shifter loss can be lumped with the attenuator and

attenuator phase shift can be lumped with the phase shifter. Interconnecting -

transmission loss and phase shift can be handled similarly.

In the experiment associated with this project, the S-matrix of the form (4.3-3) was

utilized to realize required attenuation and phase shift by the combination of an

attenuator and a section of coaxial cable. It is usually difficult to obtain an attenuator

with the exact value required for the compensation. One can use precision variable

attenuators to obtain exact values. However, they are not practical in a permanent

configuration. In the compensation experiment associated with this project a fixed

attenuator was chosen to approximate the required attenuation. Then a section of

coaxial cable was cut to realize the required phase shift and remaining attenuation.
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4.4 Variable Power Divider Network

The variable power divider network compensates for the mutual coupling in a very

different way from the other two methods discussed in this report. Unlike the

attenuator/phase shifter (Sec. 4.3) or transmission line (Sec. 4.5) networks, the power

divider network is itself a feed network. In this compensation technique, the feed

network and the compensation network are synthesized simultaneously. Only a

knowledge of the S-matrix of the antenna elements is required to solve for the

compensation network.

u: A general representation of a 2-way variable power divider network is shown in Fig.

4.4-1. The network consists of two parts, a variable power divider and a section of

transmission line. The amplitude control of the output signal is achieved through power

division instead of attenuation. A separate control of phase is necessary since the power

dividers are phase balanced. This network has a definite advantage over the

attenuator/phase shifter network from an efficiency standpoint since power dividers are

ideally lossless.

4.4.1 S-matrix representation of power divider network

In order to solve for the power divider compensation network parameters, it is

necessary to know the S-parameters of the network in terms of K, the fraction of input

power transmitted to output port 2. We will assume that all input power is split between

the two output ports as follows:

P, - (I - K)Pm(
(4.4-1)

P2 - KPm
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Figure 4.4-1. Graphical representation of' the 2-way power divider network.
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where P, and P2 are the output powers from port 1 and 2, respectively, and P, is the

input power to port 3. The power flowing into port i is related to the wave variables as

Pi- ai4* - bib' (4.4-2)

Then (4.4-1) can be expressed as

bi b - ala - (I - K)(a 3a3 - b3b;)

b2b; - a2a2 - K(a 3a3 - b3 b)

In general, a three port device such as a 2-way power divider has an S-matrix of the form

S11 S12 S1

S[SPD] _[21 S2 S2 (4.4-4)

I S31 S32 S33-1

where (b] - [SPO]a]. We assume that port 3, the input port, is matched so that

S3 =0. When port I and port 2 are match loaded, a, =0 and a2 =0, (4.4-4) becomes

b2 SiJ 21 S22 S23 10 (445
b3  S31 S,2  0 ia3]

and (4.4-3) becomes

bib; - (1 - K)a3a

b2b2 - Ka3a; 
(4.4-6)

since b3 =- 0 from (4.4-5). Using (4.4-6) equation (4.4-5) can be expanded as
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l K ,

(4.4-7)

With these results and the application of the reciprocal property of power dividers,

(4.4-4) becomes

S1 S2 /reJI 1-
IsPD] = S S22 - " (4.4-8)

%]?1 _e-K 0 J
The remaining four S-parameters can be solved for using the unitary property of lossless

networks which is

N I for j-kD ski =) (4.49)
{ 0 for jo k

For j= I and k- 3,

S,1 l- K + S1 KeJ' = 0 (4.4-10)

Solving for S gives

'S2 SjjI _-K_ (01' On) (4.4-11)

Next, for i k- 1 in (4.4-9),

SISi I + S IS + 1 - K- 1 (4.4-12)
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Substituting (4.4-11) into this gives

ss1 + /K s,- qT K.,.] ; j. K,- _

S11S;, + 1 K K SJS;J - K

KS 11S 1 + (l - K)S 1 S 1, - K2

S1S;I ff= K2

L7 S, - KeJd1 (4.4-13)

Using this in (4.4-11),

S Sl2 =-K(I- K) (0,3 + (4.4-14)

Similarly, for j =k- 2,

i S 1 2 + S22S2 + K = 1 (4.4-15)

Using (4.4-14) in this and solving for S.,

S22S*2 = 1 - K - S12S*2

I - K- K(- K)

I - 2K + K
2

=(1 - K)2

S22 -(1 - K)don (4.4-16)
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Finally, for j -2 and k= 3 in (4.4-9) and using (4.4-7) and (4.4-14),

s21431 + s22s32 - 0

- "(I - K) "OI- On) + (1 - K),"e (O"- O = 0

011 - 023 - 022 - 023

011 -022 (4.4-17)

Combining the forgoing results of (4.4-13), (4.4-14), (4.4-16) and (4.4-17), the scattering

matrix of the 2-way power divider of (4.4-8) becomes

[SPD]- - K) e" +Is -3

iT JI-- K -

(1 - K)e" ,.KeJ 23 j (4.4-18)
0 J

Adding a section of transmission line of length e to port 2 of the power divider for phase

control as indicated in Fig. 4.4-1 yields the complete S-matrix for the variable power

divider network

~KOll

[SPD] = - /K(l-K)eJ(# ' +0l 3 23 ')- # "
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LII

-KlK e(1 + '013 0 23 -Ae #0KeJ1

(I - K)eX l -. ,K / (Oen(2 -P) (4.4-19)
o J

4.4.2 Physical realization of the variable power divider

Many types of power dividers using microstrip technology have been discussed in

the literature and have been implemented. These power dividers can be categorized into

two groups. In 1960 Wilkinson [W-4] implemented an N-way power divider using strip

line. Unfortunately, this device provides only equal power split among the output ports.

For mutual coupling compensation variable power dividers must be used. Hanna

[H-6,H-71 has designed an N-way variable power divider by using a Wilkinson power

divider and attenuators. This design has inherent power loss in the network due to

attenuators and, thus, is not practical as a power divider compensation network. A

general N-way variable power divider does not seem to be practical.

Variable 2-way power dividers, on the other hand, are physically realizable. Branch

guide couplers and in-line power dividers discussed by House (H-21, and hybrid ring and

modified hybrid ring power dividers [A-8,A-9 are some of the common designs for

variable power dividers. In general, these power dividers realize the unequal output

power split by the ratio of characteristic impedances of transmission lines in the device.

These devices are adequate when the power ratio required is relatively small. In the case

of large power split ratio the narrow line width required for the high characteristic

impedance or the wide line width required for the low characteristic impedance would

be impractical to implement.
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The quadrature hybrid power divider discussed by Bailey [B-21 uses the ratio of the

length of transmission lines for control of power division. See Fig. 4.4-2. In this device

an unequal output power ratio is obtained by exciting the input r rts of the quadrature

hybrid with signals of equal amplitude but different phases. The phase adjustment is

made by varying input line length e. . Then, the signal at the output ports are the

superposition of two input signals. Any desired output signal amplitude ratio can be

achieved by selecting the proper phase difference as we now discuss.

Bailey has shown that the transmission line length e. is related to the output power

ratio by

2eb P
-i-- arctan (4.4-20)

The output powers at each port are related to the fraction K by (4.4-1). Thus, the length

of the line required is expressed in terms of K as

21 barctan =- -K (4.4-21)

When a A1/4 quadrature hybrid is used (e, A /4), the equation simplifies to

lea -arctan P- (4.4-22)2x K

The value for e, is discussed in the next subsection.

4.4.3 Verification of power divider network by MCAP

Before we can proceed to synthesis using power divider networks, it is necessary to

confirm that the network has acceptable bandwidth. Also, the three phase variables in
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Figure 4.4-2. The quadrature hybrid power divider discussed by Bailey [B-2}.
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(4.4-18), 0,, , 3 and 0., which depend on the physical configuration of the network

must be obtained. We investigated these points using MCAP.

Figures 4.4-3 and 4.4-4 plot the magnitude and phase response of quadrature

hybrid power dividers as a function of frequency calculated with MCAP. These power

dividers are designed for 2733 MHz center frequency using 1/16 inch substrate with

relative dielectric constant c, = 2.5 . Four cases are considered: 1) K = 0.4, 2) K =-0.25,

3) K = 0.1 and 4) K 0.01. The magnitude of the computed output power ratio plotted

in Fig. 4.4-3 shows that the output remains close to the design values of K over about

10 % bandwidth. One the other hand, the phase plot in Fig. 4.4-4 shows that for the

extreme case of K=0.01 the phase difference between the two output ports deviates

from zero for operation off of the design frequency. Thus, some caution must be used

when a large power ratio is required for the compensation network.

Next, the phase variables must be determined. In the case of the quadrature hybrid

power divider, the length ie, in Fig. 4.4-2 is the only variable undefined. It would be

reasonable to assume that the phase variables depend on the line length. Indeed, this

is confirmed by MCAP as we now show.

From (4.4-18) the S-matrix for the variable power divider has the following phase

components

[Oi 011 +4j 103 4230PD] ,, - + 013 - Oil 3 (4.4-23)

'23 0

For the case l?,, 0 , the phase of S-parameters are calculated by MCAP as
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Figure 4.4-3. Magnitude response ofthe 2-way variable power divider in Fig. 4.4-2
for K=0.4, K=0.25, K-O.1 and K=0.01 designed for 2733 MHz
as a function of frequency. The substrate is 1/16 inch with e, = 2.5.
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Figure 4.4-4. Phase response of the 2-way variable power divider in Fig. 4.4-2 for
K-0.4, K-0.25, K=0.1 and K-0.01 designed for 2733 MHz as a
function of frequency. The substrate is 1/16 inch with c, - 2.5.
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0 =(4.4-24)
22

M 0l

Equating (4.4-24) with (4.4-23) it is seen that

01 =0

013 = x/2 for Ae€ - 0 (4.4-25)

0'23 -=/

For fl, = -2-'

-0t 0-

s0]- i 0 (4.4-26)

0 0o

i and

Oil -- x

013 = 0 for -i0 =j. (4.4-27)

023-=0

Comparing between (4.4-25) and (4.4-27) it is seen by inspection that

01 -fec

4 2 i" ' (4.4-28)
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Using the above result in (4.4-19), the S-matrix for the variable power divider network

can be rewritten as

Ke-j2P'e +

ISPD] - - /K(] - K) e- +0(2 ++e)  M

- %/K - K) e-  ' '-<

(I - K)eJ2 #€€ + /.q i( -- -Pf+ + j (4.4-29)

-J( ( -P't +e o
.jt

We see from this result that ?c acts to control the phase at both output ports 1 and 2.

4.5 Transmission Line Network

The third device considered for the mutual coupling compensation network was a

section of transmission line. In this technique the transmission line is placed between

the feed and the array networks as in attenuator/phase shifter compensation. The form

of the S-matrix, however, is quite different in the two cases. Unlike the attenuator/phase

shifter case, a section of transmission line cannot be matched to the array network and

the feed network unless its characteristic impedance is the same as that of the networks.

Thus, for this technique both the transmission coefficient and the reflection coefficient

must be considered, even for an ideal line.

Figure 4.5-1 shows a typical microstrip line with characteristic impedance Z and

length 1. Smith [S-11 has shown that this general line has the S-matrix
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[STL]= r ] (4.5-1)

IT r

where

r reflection coefficient

j sin flt(Z2 - Z) (4.5-2)

2Z7, cos p + j(Z 2 + z) sinl lt

and

T - transmission coefficient
= 2ZZo (4.5-3)

2ZZo cos p + j(Z2 + Z4) sin Pt

Z. in the above equations is the normalization impedance of the feed network and the

antenna array. In microstrip networks Z = 50L2 is usually used.

There are many empirical equations that relate the characteristic impedance of a

microstrip line to the physical dimensions of the line. The expressions given by Wheeler

JW-5] and Schneider [S- 1l] are

60 In(-8h + w for W/h 1
-n (4.5-4)

-- - + 1.393 + 0.667 In( + 1.444 for W/h > 1

where W is the microstrip line width and h is the substrate height as illustrated on Fig.

4.5-2. The effective relative dielectric constant is given by (W-51
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. r+e + 2 0 + -W/ (4.5-5)

These two expressions are reported to have a relative error of less than two percent

IG-li. -l

There are many other two port networks which can be used in place of the

transmission line as a compensation network. We have considered four other passive

networks: series impedance network, shunt admittance network, shunt connected open

ended stub network and shunt connected short circuited stub network. These networks

are shown in Fig. 4.5-3. The expressions for the transmission coefficients and the

reflection coefficients of these networks are given by Gupta [G-11. For the series

impedance network,

rsi z (4.5-6)z+2zo

and

Tsj + 27_0  (4.5-7)

Where Z is the impedance of a component connected in series. The shunt admittance

network has very similar expressions as the above two:

y + 2Y °  (4.5-8)

Y + 2Yo
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(a) ()i

(c) (d)

Figure 4.5-3. Four other networks considered: a) a series impedance network, b)
a shunt admittance network, c) a shunt connected open ended stub
and d) a shunt connected short circuited stub.
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where Y is the admittance of a component connected in shunt with the ports. As in the

case of first two networks the shunt connected open ended stub and the shunt connected

short circuited stub have similar expressions for the reflection coefficients and the

transmission coefficients. For the former network the coefficients are given by

Os Z tan( (4.5-

r =- Z tan fl + j2Z 10)

and

Tos " j2z (4.5-11)
-Z tan flf + j2Z

where the stub has the characteristic impedance 7 and the length e . For the latter

network,

-SS 7" (4.5-12)
7. + jZ tan 1W

T0s  j2Z tan fl' (4.5-13)
7D + j2Z tan /

where Z and f are defined as before.
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V. Compensation with an Attenuator/Phase Shifter

Network

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter the system of nonlinear equations derived in Section 2.4 will be

solved for a specific compensation network using the S-matrices obtained in the previous

chapter. The first type of compensation network considered uses the attenuator/phase

shifter network. This technique was discussed extensively by Smith IS-l1. He has

successfully solved the equations using computer program Synthesis of Array with

Network and Element Coupling (SANE).

In the first stage of a companion experiment at New Mexico State University the

attenuator/phase shifter network was used to verify the mutual coupling compensation

technique. This network was selected because it is simple to implement and the

S-parameters of the compensation network can be easily measured. The attenuator

phase shifter network is also the simplest to deal with theoretically.
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We begin this chapter with the derivation of nonlinear equations specific to the

attenuator/phase shifter compensation network, followed by a discussion of the physical

constraints imposed on compensation network variables. Then, the relationship between

the generator phase and power efficiency of the attenuator/phase shifter network is

shown. Finally, the nonlinear property of attenuator/phase shifter compensation

network is demonstrated.

5.2 Nonlinear Equations for an Attenuator/Phase Shifter Network

This section develops a reduced set of nonlinear equations for the attenuator/phase

shifter network. The scattering matrix for a single attenuator/phase shifter combination

was derived in Section 4.3. The S-matrix of an N element array, [SA] , and the S-matrix

of N-way feed network, [S"], are assumed to be known. Thus, in Fig. 2.4-1 and (2.4-14)

and (2.4-15) we are assuming M = N. Figure 5.2-1 shows the structure of the

compensation network for the N element array. The complex variable X, represents the

combined effect of an attenuator and a phase shifter between port i and port N+ i.

When ideal devices are assumed, the magnitude and the phase of X, represent an

attenuator and a phase shifter, respectively. The S-matrix of this network is given as

oSCJ[ [0 ]" I (5.2-1)

where
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___ +1 N+2 2N

aN+lI 1bN+ 2{ bN+2 a %' jLb2N

Figure 5.2-1. Attenuator/phase shifter compensation network for an N-element
array.
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X, 0 0 ... 0

o X2  0 ... 0

EN] 0 o X (5.2-2)

o 0 0 ... XN_

Substituting [S9 into (2.4-15) the equations reduce to

0=--U, + X~b'

O=-U2X2 2(5.2-3)

0O--UN + XNbN

Remem~ber that (U,) are intermediate unknowns representing reflected waves from the

compensation network to the feed/generator network. It is clear from the above

equations that the variables {U,) are related to the unknowns (X,) by

U=Xb A for j =1I... N (5.2-4)

Substituting (5.2-1), (5.2-2) and (5.2-4) into (2.4-14) and noting that Sc+ X, for k =

and zero for k #6 i the nonlinear equations become

N

0=- -a + X / + ZS JGXIx b A for i I ... N (5.2-5)
Z -l
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In the essence, N + M - 2N nonlinear equations have been reduced to N equations due

I to specific structure of the attenuator/phase shifter scattering matrix [SC. This result

can now be solved using numerical techniques.

Since (5.2-5) imposes no constraint on the range of X,, it is possible that a solution

represents a physically impractical network such as an attenuator with a value greater

than unity. Such a network represents gain that requires the use of active components,

which increases the complexity of compensation network.

The use of active components can be avoided by reducing the magnitude of

attenuators. It is tempting to correct this situation by normalizing the variables.

However, this cannot be done because of nonlinear nature of the system of equations
[- [S-1, Sec. 6.21. Smith has solved this problem in SANE by varying the magnitude of

generator G until the largest magnitude of (X,} becomes close to unity within a specified

margin. This is accomplished by adding a constraint to the nonlinear equations which

Scan be written as

l.0- < maxlXjI) 1.0 (5.2-6)

P where c < < 1. This ensures that the variables (X,) represent attenuation. The left hand

side of the inequality eliminates one attenuator from the compensation network by an

appropriately small i. In other words, at most N - 1 attenuators and N phase shifters

are required to compensate for mutual coupling in an N element array and N-way feed

network.
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5.3 Relation Between Compensation Parameters and the Generator Phase

The nonlinear equations contain one more variable which can be varied to optimize

the compensation network for power efficiency. The variable is the absolute phase of

desired element currents. Equivalently, the phase of generator G can be varied to give

the same effect. Unlike relative phase differences among element currents which steer

main beam, the absolute phase of the currents have no effect on the radiation pattern.

However, the solution values for (X,} to (5.2-5) change with the absolute phase, as we

now illustrate with an example.

The change in the solution vector with respect to the absolute current phase can

be illustrated with a two element array antenna. Consider a two element array with

d - 0.4,0 element spacing. Also assume that the elements have -10 dB mutual coupling

with -#d phase shift, -17 dB mismatch with -90 ° phase shift, and are fed by an ideal tee

as shown in Fig. 5.3-1. The S-matrices of the elements and the feed network are

E 0.00000 - jO. 14142 -0.25583 - j.18587 1.-
-0.25583 - jO.18587 0.00000- jO.14142 (

-0.50000 0.50000 0.70711

ISF]- 0.50000 -0.50000 0.70711 (5.3-2)

0.70711 0.70711 0.00000

Suppose the desired currents for the array are

11 - 1.0/0.0
(5.3-3)

12 - 1.01 -90.0
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X, I S CX

[SF]

L

Figure 5.3-1. Two element array antenna example with -10 dB mutual coupling
with -Pd phase shift between antenna elements and -17 dB mismatch
with -90 ° phase shift.
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This excitation gives a sum pattern with main beam steered to 51.30 off broadside.

The required compensation network variables were solved using SANE for the

generator phase between 0 and 180* for every 5'. Figure 5.3-2 shows the magnitude

and phase of variables {X,) with respect to the generator phase. The plots clearly show

the variations of (X,) with generator phase. Figure 5.3-3 shows the generator magnitude

required to excite the elements at the desired currents while keeping the peak I X, i at

unity; this generator magnitude with the generator phase of Fig. 5.3-2 produces the -

required element currents (5.3-3). The generator magnitude can be interpreted as being

a measure of the efficiency of compensation network, the lowest generator magnitude

being most desireable. In the array considered, the compensation network is most

efficient at ..- 120° because it requires the minimum generator magnitude. On the

other hand, the compensation network is least efficient at L--45*. Comparison of Figs.

5.3-2 and 5.3-3 shows that the lowest generator value and the lowest attenuator setting

occur together (at the same .G). This property is seen only for certain 2-element arrays

and cannot be generalized for N-element arrays.

The calculated difference in gain from the most efficient to the least efficient

compensation networks is 1.9 dB. The difference is small in this case. However, for an

array with large number of elements the difference can be significant. For example, an

eight element 35 dB Dolph-Chebyshev array used in the experiment (described in

Chapter 8) has 4.5 dB difference in gain from the least efficient compensation network

to the most efficient.
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Figure 5.3-3. The required generator magnitude with respect to the absolute phase
of the generator for the two element array example of Fig. 5.3- 1.
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5.4 The Nonlinear Property of Attenuator/Phase Shifter CompensationU

In attenuator/phase shifter compensation, the value of compensation variables

required for a given antenna array are unpredictable and are often surprising. This

phenomenon was shown with a simple numerical example by Smith [S-1, Sec.6.2] and is

demonstrated here with a similar example. Consider the array used in the previous

section (shown in Fig. 5.3-1) which is represented by the S-matrices (5.3-1) and (5.3-2).

Analysis of the array/feed combination using MCAP gives the following element

currents:

11 = 0.91767 /14.61 °
(5.4-1)

12 =0.91767 / 14.61 °

These excitations have equal magnitude and equal phase because both the feed and the

element coupling are symmetric. Now suppose the desired currents for the array are

m|11 - 1.0000 0.0
(5.4-2)

12 - 1.00000 - 90.0°

which are the same as in the previous section. This excitation is not symmetric and if

realized would give a main beam at 0. = 51.318 ° from broadside.

Intuitively, one would think that the compensation network requires only -90 °

phase shift for element 2 since the magnitudes of the uncompensated currents are

identical for both elements. According to the plots in Fig. 5.3-2 calculated using SANE,

however, an attenuator and a phase shifter are required for the element I whereas only

a phase shifter is required for the element 2. In addition, the difference in the required
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phase shifts between element I and element 2 is not 90 . For example, the required

compensation variables for /G = 0 obtained using SANE are

X, -0.76154 /9.80"
(5.4-3)

X2 - 1.00000 / 258.32 °

Clearly, an attenuator is required only for element 1. It is also apparent that the

difference in phase shifts is not 90.0° .

The above example demonstrates how the unexpected can happen even for simple

arrays. Since this property is not directly apparent, we present a treatment of how the

compensation network affects the currents in the antenna element in a step by step

fashion for the various coupling mechanism.

In general, the S-matrices of two element array, feed and attenuator/phase shifter

compensation networks (see Fig. 5.4-1) can be represented as

sA Al] 11 12

[ SA][ sA ]

m's c ] "(5.4-4)

sF F F]
11 S12 S13

ISPI- SF SF SF (545
21 22 23

sF F Fj

0 0 X, 0

0 0 0 X2
[SC] ,0 (5.4-6)

Xl 0 0 0

0 X2 0 0
.t
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Figure 5.4-1. Current components in a two element array with matched array and
feed network.
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5.4.1 Matched Case

The nonlinear effect can be demonstrated without including mismatches. In fact,

even for the two element case tracing individual signals becomes very involved with

reflections present, so we neglect them for this discussion. The compensation network

is assumed to be matched to the antenna and to the feed at the respective ports. The

generator is also assumed to be matched to the feed. Thus, SA = SA =0 and

SP - S= SP = 0. It is physically impossible for multiport networks other than two port

networks to have all ports matched. However, this constraint is neglected in the feed

network assumptions to simplify the analysis. Under these assumptions, there will be no

reflected waves generated at the junctions between antenna elements and feed, and

between feed and generator.

Using the above S-parameters, the current in antenna element I can be represented

as an infinite sum of circulating currents that are shown in Fig. 5.4-1:

It XS FG A F F A F A F A F

S 1- $ 2 1 X 2 S 3 2 G + X 1 S 2 1 X 2 S 2 X 1 S 3 1 G - S 2 1 X 2 S1 iX 1 S 2 1 X 2 S 3 2 G +

= Z(xsx SA) X'SFG- (SA SFX,) , F G(5.4-7)E(I2aX 12 31 2i212 2X2S32G

n-0

Assume that the antenna and the feed are reciprocal networks.

SA SA12~ 21 (5.4.8)
SF SFS12 21

Then, (5.4-7) can be rewritten as
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Ln

- (IS SA-S (X'SF X'SA2 S~A SFa
U II- ~ 1 2X2s12)~ 31 1G -( 1 2x 2  12X 2 32G

n-0
00

- (XtS2X2 $s,)n (X~s3FG - S 2X2S~iG) (5.4-9)
n-n. E,SF S ('F S

(x2 - G -X S sG)

n-O

Showing the first term of the summation explicitly,

S( X 2sXI312)G[1 I + 1(XX2) 2 (24
I n-I 00(5.4-10)

FXS,_ SA SF ^XS SSF SF SA
- X1S3,G - X2 123 2G + (XS31 - X2 s123 2)G-(XX2 12 1)

n-I

The current at element 2 can also be expressed in similar way.

FlSAXFS+ SF _ F S F S- ( F SA n
12 - X2S3G - XS21S31G + (X2Sh - X2S3,)GZ(XIX2s12s) (5.4-11)

These current expressions consist of three terms:

I = l ideal - Iantennacoupling + '(ull coupling (5.4-12)

where

,I ideal 20 XIs31IG  (5.4-13)

SA SF

1 antenna coupling " X 2 S 1S32 G (5.4-14)
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AF S,)n
'1filcupig (X'S' 1 -'S x ~~)G2(X~XS' 2~ (5.4-15)

11 M oupln 31 2S3212 1
n=1

for the current in element 1. Ma

The first term 1,,, is the current (in the case of element 1) that would be present

in element 1 if no mutual coupling were present anywhere in the system. This current

is directly proportional to the coupling from input to output of the feed network

(represented by SP for element 1 and SF for the element 2), and to the magnitude of

generator, G. This ideal current can be changed by the attenuator and phase shifter

values in a linear fashion (i.e. 1 dB increase in attenuation reduces the output currents

by 1 dB).

nIaacmapli,, is the contribution to the current (in the case of element 1) from antenna

element 2 through antenna coupling. It is the current contribution when there is mutual

coupling between antenna elements but no coupling exists in the feed. This is similar to

the case of ii.dependent generator excitation as discussed in Sec. 2.3.1. The actual

element current in such a system is the sum of Id,., and -Ian copling* IatennaoMpll,,,s is a

negative current because it circulates in the opposite direction from , In this case,

the equations (5.4-13) and (5.4-14) show a linear dependence on unknown {X,}. Thus,

the compensation network can be calculated by simply solving a system of linear

equations.

For the third component, If,,copn, to be nonzero the two output ports of the feed

network must not be isolated from each other; i.e., SP = SF * 0. The coupling between

these two ports introduces a feedback loop in the system which makes the current a

nonlinear function of compensation variables. This is seen in (5.4-15) by the presence
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of the products X1X2. Obviously this term is not present if either antenna coupling,S,

or feed coupling,SF is zero.

5.4.2 Comment on generator excitation dependence

It should be noted that the required attenuator variation with respect to the

generator phase as discussed in the previous section does not occur in this particular

array. For example, suppose the two element array in Fig. 5.3-1 has matched feed and

element ports. The desired element currents are those of (5.3-1). The requireed

compensation variables as with respect to generator phase calculated from SANE are

shown in Fig. 5.4-2. Clearly, the required attenuators values remain constant as the

generator phase is varied. The required phase shifters, on the other hand, show the

dependence to the generator phase similar to the case in the previous section. The

efficiency of the compensation network also varies with respect the generator phase. This

is demonstrated in a plot of the required generator magnitude versas the generator phase

shown in Fig. 5.4-3.

This phenomena, however, cannot be generalized to array with larger number of

elements. In the case of a N-element array, the generator phase effect on the attenuator

values can be observed even when all the elements and feed ports are matched.

5.4.3 Mismatched case

Lq

The preceding current analysis assumed that all network components are matched.

When mismatches are introduced, the incident waves at each junction will be split to two

components; reflected and transmitted waves. Thus, the current expression cannot be

written in simple summation form. However, it can be generalized from the matched case
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Figure 5.4-3. The required generator magnitude with respect to the absolute phase
of the generator for the two element array with matched element and
feed ports.
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that even in the unmatched case nonlinearly will occur when feed network coupling is

present.
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VI. Synthesis with a Power Divider Network

6.1 Introduction

The second type of compensation technique considered uses a variable power

divider network. Smith [S-l] has originally treated this problem using the general

nonlinear equations of (2.4-14) and (2.4-15). These equations were solved by Smith

using computer program SANE-GECON, Synthesis of Array with Network and Element

Coupling for General Compensation Network [S-l. Though the solution vectors were

found for different cases of mutual coupling and desired element excitation, the program

converged with difficulty. Convergence problems are common in the solution of

nonlinear equations. As we found with the attenuator/phase shifter compensation

network in Chapter 5, a general solution technique cannot be applied directly to solve

the nonlinear equations. We must include the specific nature and the physical

constraints of the compensation network before solution is attempted.

In this chapter we first present three preparatory steps necessary to solve for the

power divider compensation network using numerical techniques. First, the
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S-parameters of an N-way power divider are derived. Then the nonlinear equations are

simplified for the power divider network. Finally, the initial guess for the solution vector

which plays important role in the numerical technique is discussed.

The steps described in this chapter were used to develop the computer program

SANE-PODCON, Synthesis of Array with Network and Element Coupling for Power

Divider Compensation Network; see Appendix B for the details. This program converges

much faster than SANE-GECON for various cases of mutual coupling.

6.2 N-way Power Divider

Before we can proceed with the synthesis of the power divider network, it is

necessary to look at the implementation of an N-way power divider. We choose a power

divider built up from 2-way power dividers. This is done because only 2-way variable

power dividers are available (see Sec. 4.4.2). In this section, the S-matrix of a 4-way

power divider is derived from known results for 2-way power dividers. Then, the result

is generalized to the S-matrix for N-way power dividers.

6.2.1 S-matrix representation of a 4-way power divider

The 4-way power divider is modeled from three 2-way power dividers as shown on

Fig. 6.2-1. S-matrix representation of a 4-way power divider can be obtained from the

S-matrices of 2-way power dividers using the matrix connection technique discussed in

Section 2.1. The 2-way power dividers are represented by CSO L] , [SO)R] and [S'Q') for

the left, the right and the center power divider, respectively. The superscript (2) in the
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Figure 6.2-1. Implementation of a 4-way power divider network from three 2-way
power divider networks.
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notation indicates a 2-way power divider. These matrices are of the form (4.4-18) and

they can be realized as discussed in Section. 4.4.2.

The combined S-matrix for the 4-way power divider is

[s)L] o o 1
[S[] 0 s(2)R] 0 (6.2-1)

o o [s(2)C]

Rearranging the S-parameters for the internal and external ports gives

Scp Scc

S(2)LS(2)L 0 0 0 0 0 0

S(2)LS(2)L S(2)L 0  021 22 0 0 0 0203

o S2)RS 2)R 0 (2)R 0  o

0 0 S(2)RS(2)R 0 0 S(2)R 0 (6.2-2)

00 0 0(S20(2)0 S)CS 2)C

5 )LS 2 2)L 0 0 , ,(2)L 0 0 0
313132'33

3,3 0 0 0 0 0 0 S2C()o ('2)R 5 (2)R $ : 5 ()Ro o
o o t o'3 0 0 0 0 S

13 11 °12

0 0 0 o S 0o o 2)CS(2)c
23 21 22

Using the connection technique discussed in Section 2.1, the reduced S-matrix for the

4-way power divider can be calculated from

[s(4)] - [Spp + Spc(r - Scc)-IScp] (6.2-3)
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* where the connection matrix is

"0 0 1 O"

0 0 0 1
r =w (6.2-4)

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

The port numbers corresponding to row/column numbers in r are the same as the

definition used in the submatrix Scc in (6.2-2). For example, row/column number I

corresponds to port 3 of the left 2-way power divider. Note from (4.4-18) that a 2-way

Cpower divider has a matched input port, so that SWL =SWR S - 0. Evaluation of the

right hand side of (6.2-3) proceeds as follows:

S0 0 1 0 -

0 0 0 1
(r - SCC)-_ ( ) _ ()

lP) 0() 1 0

10 0 0

L
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[S(4)] - + s (r - scj-sc]
+ S2LS)CS(2)L S2)L + S(2)LS(2)CS )L  S(2)LS(2)CS(2)Rit!) ' {  13 °11 °31 12 13 1l °32 13 °12 °31

S(2+(2)L(2)CS(2)L S?)L + S(2)LS(2)CS(2)L LS(2)C(2)R5212L' 23 11 .-31 2 23 11 o32 S23) 12 o31

s2)RS2)CS)L)RS L 2)R + S(2)RS(2)C()R

21 31S~) S(2)RS2CS(2L S(R+S~SS)
13 1 °3 °21 032 1 3 o22 31

S(2)R L S(2) S 2 LS? 2) R e 2 )R(2(2))

23R + 1Sf~ S(2R 2RS (2C()

23 S21 °31 2 2 32 21 23 "22 31

S(2)L S(2)LS(2)C (R(2)C
Thematrixequatio,, (6.2-5)rprsetsS-arm

13 °12 S32 3 1

S{2)LC{2)CC(2)R e(2)LS{2)C
.23 12 o'32 e23 13

Sa ) R +b S(2)RS(2)CS(2)R S(2)RS(2)C
12 3 22 o32 13 023

L: (2) + (2)RS(2)CS(2)R S(2)RS(2)C
22 R+23 o22 o32 023 023

S(2)RS(2)C
32 32 0

The matrix equation (6.2-5) represents S-parameters of. a general 4-way power divider

network. This matrix is used as a building block for the S-matrix of" an N-way power

divider network.

6.2.2 Derivation of the N-way power divider S-matrix

The results of previous section can be extended to that for an N-way power divider.

In this and subsequent sections the N-way power divider will be represented by [S].

The network consists of two N/2 - M power dividers and a 2-way power divider as

shown on Fig. 6.2-2. Each M-way power divider is, in turn, made of 2-way power

dividers also. We must have then N - 1 2-way dividers to realize an N-way power

divider. The matrix [S"] can be written by generalization of (6.2-5) as
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(N)  
2 (N) M(N)  (M + 1)(") (M + 2 )(N) N(')

I T T *0-T
1(M)L 2(M)L M (M)L I (M)R 2 (M)R M (M)R

(M+ 1)(M)L (M + l)(Ml)R

IS3( )1 3 s(2)]

(N + )(N)

Figure 6.2-2. Implementation of an N-way power divider network from two
M-way power divider networks and a 2-way power divider network.
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[S(N)]~ [S(N[S(N] [V1 (6.2-6)

III][~ IV

where

)+ SIM S~S'~ S)
S~~)L +S (2 CS (M)L- S()L + S(ML 5I( )

+(m. 2' +l 12 .M+1 1,1 M+I,2

S (M)L + M S2.(,) (M)L (M) (2)C(M)L

(M)L (M)L S2C(%)
IM I,M+I 1.1 M+IM

s ~,s sM4L + S(M)L S 2)CS(M)L

..... 2,., ~ J + ,

S+,)IS2)S(I)RI (M)L S(2)S(M)R .. 5 MM)i C5 2)(M)R

IM 1. +1.1 I.M+I 1.2 M+I.2 (,ML .2M+M

II
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(M) S()CSM)L S()R (2)S(ML .. (M)R s()C()SN4MJA24~ M SNI IM+I 2. M+1,2 M,MI+ll1 S 1iM

S ()R + S SS(M)L I S(M)R +CML .. S MRC2C()

S(MR +S2C(M ISS(M)R IS2CSM)L+.. MM)IS(2C(M)

S(MR SM) C2)C()R SR + S1SC(SCCM)

S(M) + (M)RQ(2CC(M2,SM)+ S(NI S(2(M)R

S(M)R4) + 2.M) M+I.MM)R (M

VI.M , Sy t e i withR a P we D vi er et or



s(M)L S(2)CSi,M+I 1,3

s(M)L I (2)C 
'-

2,M+1.3

S(M)t, C(2)C

=[S()] M,M+"S,3
v(M)R

S.:ISMC1I,M+1°23

s(M)R q(2)C
2,M+1-2,3

s(M)R (2)CSM,M+i °2,3

S(N)]~ =[(M)L S(2)C S(M)L S(2)C S(M)L ()

Ui3M+I13, M+I,2 3.1 " M+I,M 83,1

S(M)R S(2)C (M)R S(2)C . (M)RS(2)C
M+1,3,2 M+1.23.2 . M+I,M 3,2 J

A complete S-matrix for an N-way power divider in terms of the S-parameters of 2-way

power dividers is obtained by solving the above equations iteratively. This is done by

letting M for iteration i be N for the succeeding iteration i+ 1, and solving for the new

matrix using (6.2-6). This process is continued until M = 2; in other words, until the

entire S-matrix is represented in terms of 2-way power divider S-parameters.

Example: An 8-way power divider

As an example of the use of (6.2-6), let us solve for Sf,, the mismatch at port 4 of

an 8-way power divider. The initial network consists of two 4-way power dividers and a

2-way power divider as shown on Fig. 6.2-3. First, we let N= 8 and M = N/2= 4 in

(6.2-6). SZ corresponds to the bottom right element in [Sr]:

S(8) = +(4)L(2)C( 4)L

4,4 4,4 + 4  (6.2-7)
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The 4-way power divider on the left is constructed from three 2-way power dividers as

~ in Section 6.2.1 (LL, LC and LR in Fig. 6.2-3). The S-parameters for the 4-way power

divider in (6.2-7) are obtained from (6.2-5) or equivalently from (6.2-6) for N = 4 and

M 2.

(4-2L + S(2)LRS(2)LCS(2)LR(628

=() C2)LRSZ(2)LC(629

S(4)Li S(2)LRSZ(2)LC (.-0

To illustrate the notation, SffL"- is used to represent S-parameter for the right 2-way

power divider which is contained in the left hand side 4-way power divider. Substituting

(6.2-8) to (6.2-10) into (6.2-7),

S' + (2)LRQ(2)LCC(2)LR + S(2)LRS(2)LCS(2)CCC(2)LRC(2)LC (.-1

where SfP"c - Sf~cC which is apparent from Fig. 6.2-3. Using the reciprocity property, the

above expression simplifies to

5(8) . S(2)LR + {5)LR} 2 S()..C + {5(2)LRS52)LCI 2 S(CC (.-2

Finally, the S-parameters in (6.2-12) can be written in terms of the power ratio and

phase shift at each power divider network using (4.4-19).

2,S(2LR = (1 - K(2)LR)e(M LR-#,M (6.2-13)

2.3R = I e")R (6.2-14)

=()L (1 - KO)L'C)(0rI2g) (6.2-15)
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[ L: - K( ' c - p a ' )  (6.2-16)

S(2)c c  K2CdOHc (6.2-17)

Substituting (6.2-13) through (6.2-17) into (6.2-12) gives

s) - (1 - K(2)LR)e(OL 2
p LR)

+ {'(2)LR en IG,,R)} - K(2)cj() 2p* / t" (6.2-18)

+ (\/2)iLJRZ _pILR)/ [Ve(2LC 0,,Lc) 2 K)CeJOI

The procedure similar to this example is implemented in SANE-PODCON to solve for

S-matrix of an N-way power divider network.

6.3 The System of Nonlinear Equations

The S-matrix developed in the last section can be substituted to the nonlinear

equations of (2.4-14) and (2.4-15) to solve for the compensation network using power

divider networks. The important practical feature of this design is that compensation

network is contained within the feed network. By incorporating compensation at the

design stage no new elements or layouts are needed. The difference in the network with

compensation for coupling included is that the individual 2-way power dividers have

different power split ratio and phase shift values from the conventional 3 dB equal phase

approach.
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For the power divider implementation the feed network as defined in Fig. 2.4-1

reduces to a transmission line that connects to the network C as shown in Fig. 6.3-1.

The S-matrix for the feed network is then

[SF] (6.3-1)
/ 1 0

It follows that M - I for this compensation technique. Thus, for power divider

compensation the network C in Figs. 2.4-1 and 6.3-1 containes the conventional feed

junctions with compensation imbedded. The network is excited by a generator G with

reflection coefficient SG where wave induced by the generator, cG , is treated as an

unknown variable. Using (2.1-9) and (2.1-20), the feed/generator network is described

by

SF/0 . SG (6.3-2)

cF/0 . cG (6.3-3)

There is one intermediate variable in the nonlinear equation since M = 1. Then, (2.4-15)

becomes

0- -U, + Sc+tbA + + SC+INbA + SC+IN+IC[F/G + SFIGU,] (6.3-4)

The S-matrix for the power divider network derived in the previous section assumes that

the network has a matched input port (Sc+ r+, = 0). Then, (6.3-4) simplifies to a linear

equation of the form

NC A + C 12A + + ST,,q A A
U1  SN + N + '"+ SN+,NbN - ZSN+lb (6.3-5)

iVw
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aj lb, a2J b2 a31 'tb3 a4 lb aN-.1 IbN-I a-41 lbNI . .0..

K, K2  4 KN/ 2 'NIZ

KN-I 'N-I -

aN+It If,

Figure 6.3-1. Variable power divider compensation network for an N-element
array.
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Substituting (6.3-2), (6.3-3) and (6.3-5) into (2.4-14) results

NN

0 - - + Sb + SN+1[cG + SZS+t for i 1 ... N (6.3-6)
jml kmi

Thus, N + M - N + 1 nonlinear equations are reduced to N equations. However,

(6.3-6) is not as simple as the attenuator/phase shifter equations because the

S-parameters of the compensation network, Sc , are related to physical parameters in

more complicated fashion as was illustrated in (6.2-18) for an 8-element array. The

nonlinear property in (6.3-6) arises from the products of unknowns S.N+S c+.k- In

addition, for power divider compensation, the generator value G is treated as an

unknown. Thus, the term Sc cr0 also contributes to the nonlinear property of the

i equation. The nonlinear equations are solved numerically by the program

SANE-PODCON using the Damped Newton's method [D41. A detailed description of

SANE-PODCON is given in Appendix B.

6.4 Initial Guess to the Solution Vector

In the modified Newton's method (which is the numerical technique used to solve

for the system of nonlinear equations) the initial guess for the solution vector is one of
.o

the most important parameters the user must supply. Generally, a good choice of initial

guess greatly increases the probability of convergence to a solution. It has also been

proven that Newton's method converges quadratically, so an initial guess which is close

to the solution also increases the convergence speed [D-4,J-44-51. On the other hand,
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a poor initial guess could, at worst, lead to divergence from the actual solution. It is

obvious that the initial guess cannot be left to chance.

There are two requirements that the initial guess must satisfy in addition to being

relatively close to the actual solution. First, the initial power split ratio K at each power

divider must be between zero and one. This is necessary so that the power divider would -

remain a passive device. The other requirement is the unitary property of a S-matrix,

which is required for the network to be lossless. Thus, the initial guess must be selected

such that the matrix (Sc- satisfies these requirements.

A possible choice for the initial guess is to set the variables such that the power

divider network would produce the required element currents when there is no mutual

coupling in the antenna elements. Clearly, this choice meets the requirements discussed

above. Also, in the case where mutual coupling among antenna elements is small, the

initial network will be close to the required compensation network. In the small

coupling environment the effect on the element currents would also be small. Thus, the

required compensation network should not be very different from the initial network.

The SANE-PODCON program, which was developed at Va Tech and is described

in Appendix B, is implemented with a routine to give an initial guess using the above

procedure. In all cases tested the program converged to a solution. The program has

even converged for the experimental array described in Chapter 8 which employed tight

element spacings to intentionally increase mutual coupling between elements. In most

antenna arrays mutual coupling would be less than that of the experimental array. This

initial guess procedure, therefore, should be adequate for most antenna arrays.
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VII. Synthesis with a Transmission Line Network

1L 7.1 Introduction

The third technique considered uses the characteristic impedance of transmission

lines to compensated for mutual coupling. Smith treated this problem by solving the

nonlinear equations (2.4-14) and (2.4-15) using SANE-GECON [S-I. The program

* converged to a solution for two element array cases. However, convergence was never

achieved for higher element number.

Initially, we anticipated that the convergence problem arose from general treatment

of the nonlinear equations by SANE-GECON since similar problems were found for the

power divider compensation network. Thus, we modified the nonlinear equations

specifically for the transmission line network (this is discussed in next section). Then a

computer program SANE-TRACON (Synthesis of Array with Network and Element

coupling for TRansmission line COmpensation Network) was developed using the

modified nonlinear equations. However, we could not achieve convergence for the cases

other than two element arrays. Although there is no mathematical proof, we speculate
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that the lack of convergence is due to a physical limitation of the network rather than

the numerical technique used to solve the equations. This remains an open question.

Since the approach used is simple and implementation is straight forward, future

attempts to find a solution are warranted. Also, an attempt to prove in general a

necessary condition for a feed network to yield a solvable compensation network would -

be valuable.

7.2 The System of Nonlinear Equations

The S-matrices of a single transmission line network (discussed in Section 4.5) can
be substituted into the system of nonliner equations (2.4-14) and (2.4-15) to develop a

simplified set of nonlinear equations. As in the case of the attenuator/phase shifter

network, this is a compensation technique using an added network between the element

and feed network. The modified nonlinear equations, however, are not as simple due to

inherent existence of reflection coefficients at all ports of the compensation network.

The S-matrix of an N-element array, [SA], and the S-matrix of N-way feed network,
[S?], are assumed to be known. Thus, we are assuming N- M in Fig. 2.4-1 and (2.4-14)

and (2.4-15). The compensation network consists of N transmission lines as shown in

Fig. 7.2-1. The magnitude and phase of the complex variable X, represent characteristic

impedance and length of the transmission line between port i and i + N, respectively.

The S-matrix of this network is given by

[sC I (7.2-1)

where
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ai bi a2 fb aNj IbN

1 2 N
C Z 1  Z2 ZN

N+1 N+2 2N

*aN+1I jbN+l Jf \j, a2N$ ~Jb2Nm t~l aN+21 +

Figure 7.2-1. Transmission line characteristic impedance compensation network
for an N-element array.

L
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r, o o ... 0

o 0 0 ... 0-

IJ- 0 0 r . 0

o o o o

and

T, 0 0 ... 0

0 T2  0 ... 0

['1- 0 0 T3  ... 0

0 0 0 ... TN

F, and T, are the reflection coefficient and the transmission coefficient of i-th

transmission line, respectively. These coefficients are calculated from the characteristic

impedance Z4 and and the length of the transmission Line e, using (4.5-2) and (4.5-3).

Substituting [Sc] into (2.4-14) and (2.4-15) yields

0=-- ai + F c + T c o + jsF.IOU] (7.2-2)

and

N1
0= -U i + Ti + Fici/O + jSF/U (7.2-3) -
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for i - 1,...,N. It is clear that these equations are not as simple as other two cases. In

particular, there are N intermediate unknowns, (U') and N unknown variables in (7.2-2)

and (7.2-3). Hence, it is necessary to solve for 2N unknowns in order to determine

compensation network values.
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VIII. Microstrip Array Antenna Experiments

8.1 Description of Experimental Hardware

The microstrip array used to investigate the mutual coupling compensation is

composed of two sections: a board containing the array of radiating elements (the array

board) and a feed network board. The hardware which was constructed and tested at

New Mexico State University Physical Science Laboratory was operated at a center

frequency of 2733 MHz [J-91. Both the array board and feed network board were

fabricated on 1/16 inch thick teflon fiberglass substrate with relative dielectric constant

, -2.55.

The array board consists of eight quarter-wavelength wide patches with 3.43 cm

(0.312 A.) interelement spacings. At the center frequency of 2733 MHz the wavelength

is As = 10.98 cm. in air and A-d Ao/-'; = 7.706 cm in the substrate where the effective

dielectric constant is t., = 2.03. The geometry of the array board is shown in Fig. 8.1-1.

The quarter-wavelength patches are used to obtain closer than one half-wavelength

element spacing in order to increase the element coupling. This was done intentionally
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in an attempt to make mutual coupling effects more readily measurable. The individual

elements are 5.08cm by 1.89cm rectangular patches with sixteen shorting pins placed

approximately 1.68cm (0.25A) from the opposite radiating edges. A detailed sketch of a

patch is shown in Fig. 8.1-2. The elements are fed by 50 £ transmission lines which are

matched to the patches with a 132 Q quarter-wavelength transformer at the center of

radiating edges.

The transmission lines attached to non-radiating edges of the patches are probe

circuits intended for measurements of active element excitation coefficients. The probe

circuits are made of 158 quarter-wavelength transmission lines and 50 a chip

resistors. The input impedance of the probe circuits looking in from the patches are kept

high (approximately I K12) with the quarter-wavelength transformers so that the probes

would not load the patches which have low input impedance because of shorting pins.

The chip resistors are added because the probe circuits have high input impedance

looking in from detector ports.

Two feed network boards were fabricated to test different cases of array excitation:

a sum/difference feed (Fig. 8.1-3) and an ordinary endfire feed (Fig. 8.1-4). A sum

pattern requires equal magnitude and equal phase excitation, while a difference pattern

requires one half of the array to be excited 1800 out of phase from the other half. The

sum feed and the difference feed are integrated and constructed on the same substrate.

The combined sum/difference network uses a quarter-wavelength hybrid with two input

ports attached to a corporate feed network. Depending on the input port chosen, the

sum pattern or the difference pattern excitation is obtained.

An ordinary endfre pattern, on the other hand, requires equal magnitude and

progressive phase shift 4., - ± n/id where d is the inter-element spacing. The endfire feed

is constructed with seven 3 dB power dividers connected in the form of a corporate feed

with additional transmission lines on the right branch of the power dividers. The
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Figure 8.1-2. Geometry of the quarter-wavelength radiating element with feed line
and probe circuit used in the experimental array.
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transmission lines are designed to provide 113°(0.312 A.) phase shift between elements

at 2733 MHz. For example, the difference in the length of transmission lines between

port 1 and port 2 is d, - 2.432 cm as shown in Fig. 8.14. The interelement phasing

between two adjacent ports, a , is obtained as follows:

- -360° d. 360° 2.432cm7.706cm (8.1-1)

- 113*

where fl and A, are propagation constant and wavelength in the substrate, respectively.

The array board and the feed networks are connected using coaxial cables between

the feed output ports and the antenna element ports. This design allows measurement

of S-parameters as well as placement of a compensation network between the array and

the feed network (the compensation network was discussed in Section 2.4). In addition

to the above three microstrip networks, two other boards were constructed, one

containing both the array network and an endfire feed and the other containing both the

array and the sum/difference feed. These boards were built to verify that the coaxial

cables between the array and the feed do not affect the radiation pattern.

8.2 Measurements with the Uncompensated Microstrip Arrays

This section presents measured and predicted radiation patterns for the

uncompensated experimental array consisting of the array board connected to a feed

network board (these boards were described in the previous section). All measurements

(S-parameters and far-field patterns) which were conducted at PSL were taken at the

design frequency 2733 MHz and at side frequencies 2723 MHz and 2743 MHz to study

frequency variation effects. Element patterns were measured only at 2733 MHz because
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the element patterns do not change appreciably with frequency. The individual element

patterns of the experimental array when operating in array environment are shown in

Fig. 8.2-1. These element patterns are measured by feeding one element while all others

were 50 Q loaded. Figure 8.2-1 shows that the element patterns are significantly

different. This suggests that an average element pattern cannot be used to calculate

predicted radiation patterns for the entire array as in (2.3-10). For the complete accuracy

the difference in the element patterns must be incorporated in far-field calculations. This

was not done and proved to limit the achievable compensation. Assuming that the

measured element patterns are close to that of active element pattern in fully excited

array, the radiation pattern can be approximated using (2.3-9).

Before proceeding to actual compensation it is desireable to see how well array

behavior can be predicted; i.e. we first study analysis (uncompensated) before synthesis

(compensated). Figures 8.2-2 to 8.2-4 show the measured and predicted E-plane

radiation patterns of the uncompensated array for sum, difference and endfire excitation

at 2733 MHz. The predicted patterns are calculated from element currents which are

obtained from measured array and feed network S-parameters using MCAP. The

currents are given in Table 8.2-1. The element patterns used in these predicted patterns

are those of Fig. 8.2-1. In addition, the uncompensated radiation patterns shown in

Figs. 8.2-2(a) to 8.2-4(a) are compared to predicted patterns calculated from ideal

excitation currents which are shown in Figs. 8.2-2(c) to 8.2-4(c). The ideal patterns are

obtained when array elements are excited with the desired currents. These patterns, thus,

represent what can be achieved through mutual coupling compensation. The excitations

for the ideal patterns are given in Table 8.2-2. The endfire patterns (Fig. 8.2-4) have the

main beams away from the endfire direction (0= 90°). This is due to
non-omnidirectional element pattern in E-plane of the microstrip array.
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Ia) 30 20 -10 0dB

(b) -30 -20 -10 0dB

(c) 30 -20 -10 0dB

Figure 8.2-2. Comparison of measured and calculated radiation patterns for the
array with sum pattern feed network. a) measured, b) calculated and
c) ideal patterns.
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(a) 30 20 -t 0dB

(b) -30 -20 -t0 OdB

(c) -30 -20 -10 OdB

Figure 8.2-3. Comparison of measured and calculated radiation patterns for the
array with difference pattern feed network. a) measured, b) calculated
and c) ideal patterns.
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(a) -30 -20 -10 0dB

(b) -30 -20 -10 0dB

(C) -30 -20 -10 0dB

Figure 8.2-4. Comparison of measured and calculated radiation patterns to for the
array with endfire feed network. a) measured, b) calculated and c)
ideal patterns.
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Table 8.2- 1. Calculated currents for the predicted patterns of Figs. 8.2-2 through
8.2-4. ow

Element Sum Difference Endfire
Number Array Array Array

1 0.68664/60.74' 0.45911/1 32.37- 0.34980/221I.87-

2 0.66823/42.03- 0.40396/1 1525 0.46687181.22-

3 0.96257/60.6 1 0.84871/ 140.52- 0.89593/-28.68-

4 1.00000Ira 1.00000/156.200 0.68871/238.61-

5 0.71 603/35.55- 0.809371.29.020 1.00000/129.158

6 0.69268/30.96- 0.69511/.54.34- 0.78323/11 .80-

7 0.60754/63.2r 0.40664L/41 .27' 0.77976/267.39-

8 0.74779/6.7.59 0.56739/-34.52 0.853981152-650
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Table 8.2-2. Excitation for 'Ideal' patterns for Figs. 8.2-2 through 8.2-4.

Element Sum Difference Endf'ire
Number Array Array Array

I1.00oLLO I.00000L.o0 1.0000a0.0
2 1.O00O29.Oo 1.00000/0.0(Y 1.0000/4I12-320

3 1.0000LCLO 1.00000/0.000 1.0000/-224.64-

L 4 1.(J1~1000/.0 .0000/-336.96-

5 1 .0000LQ.O 1.00000/180.00- 1.0000/.9.28-

6 l.0000/ 00 1.00000/180.000 1.0000/-201.60-
7 1 .00000.0w 1.00000/1 80.00- 1.0000/-313.92-

8 1.0000/2-Ow 1.00000/ 180.00 1.0000/-66.24-
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Figures 8.2-2 to 8.2-4 clearly show that the order of error between measured and

predicted patterns are close to the difference between measured patterns and ideal

patterns. The deviation of predicted patterns from measured patterns apparently comes

from errors in measured S-parameters. This suggests that compensation for mutual

coupling in the experimental array may be difficult to demonstrate in microstrip. The

small improvements seen in the ideal radiation patterns from the uncompensated

patterns are due to variation in the element patterns as shown in Fig. 8.2-1. For example,

there are up to 8 dB differences in the element patterns at 608 off broadside which is

close to the location of the main beam in the endfire array. The element pattern

variation occurs primarily from ground plane edge effects.

8.3 Compensation Networks for the Experimental Arrays

Both attenuator/phase shifter and power divider compensation networks have been

calculated for the experimental array in all three cases of excitations. The compensation

network values were calculated from measured S-parameters using SANE for

attenuator/phase shifter network and SANE-PODCON for power divider network.

Since the accuracy of the S-parameters was shown in the previous section to be

questionable, the compensation networks calculated here may be somewhat inaccurate.

However, the S-parameters represent typical mutual coupling phenomena in an array.

Thus, the networks obtained are representative of the mutual coupling compensation

technique.
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8.3.1 Attenuator/phase shifter compensation networks

This section presents attenuator/phase shifter compensation networks for the sum,

difference and endfire array. The compensation networks are calculated from measured

-S-parameters of the sum/difference and the endfire feed networks and measured

S-parameters of the microstrip elements. The variables for this example are defined as

follows:

Attenuation[dB] = -20 log(I X 1)
(8.3-1)

Phase Shift [) =X

L

The results are shown in Table 8.3-1 which are the most efficient compensation networks

when phase of generator G is varied for every 10". The relationship between the

U generator excitation and the efficiency of attenuator/phase shifter compensation network

was discussed in Section 5.3. The predicted patterns for the compensated array for the

three cases of excitations are equivalent to patterns with the ideal excitation currents.

The ideal patterns are shown in Figs. 8.2-2(c), 8.2-3(c), and 8.2-4(c) for the sum,

difference and endfire array, respectively.

8.3.2 Power divider compensation network

Similar to the attenuator/phase shifter compensation, the power divider

compensation networks are calculated from measured S-parameters of the microstrip

array for the synthesis of a sum, a difference and an endfire pattern. The variable power

divider networks are defined in terms of complex variables as shown below
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Table 8.3- 1. Attenuator/phase shifter compensation networks for the microstrip array.

case Sum Difference Endfire

Element Attenuator Ph.Shift Attenuator Ph.Shift Attenuator Ph.Shift

X, 2.201 dB 243.910 2.536 dB 213.530 0.000 dB 257.340

X2 1.075 dB 272.190 0.631 dB 226.190 2.468 dB 258.620

X3 2.372 dB 254.090 1.210 dB 220.400 5.206 dB 254.5 1

X4 2.628 dB 258.00' 6.193 dB 184.240 5.636 dB 275.040

X5 2.041 dB 255.820 6.299 dB 193.810 2.532 dB 273.710

X4 0.302 dB 258.910 0.000 dB 224.010 2.756 dB 28 1.550

XY 0.000 dB 266.990 0.004 dB 218.41* 5.401 dB 261.240

Xg 2.199 dB 239.670 3.482 dB 206.21' 6.401 dB 286.36'

G 5.5534-6 40.00* 5.23843 0.000 4.64400 240.000
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u Fraction of power to left branch 1- K = I - lXi
Fraction of power to right branch - K X lXI (8.3-2)
Phase Shift [ =X

The results are shown on Table 8.3-2. The compensation networks were calculated using

quadrature hybrid power dividers discussed in Section 4.4 with transmission line length

4,= A/8 (see Figure 4.4-2). The calculated patterns for the compensated arrays are
equivalent to the ideal patterns which are shown in Figs. 8.2-2(c), 8.2-3(c) and 8.2-4(c).

V
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Table 8.3-2. Results of power divider compensation networks for the rnicrostrip array.

case Sum Difference Endfire

K Ph.Shift K Ph.Shift K Ph.Shift

X, 0.55230 38.170 0.60849 19.010 0.40649 -113.560

X, 0.49141 8.110 0.10034 -11.660 0.29009 -159.830

X3 0.56489 3.020 0.84312 45.890 0.43559 -151.010

X4 0.29576 -17.47" 0.28341 -14.030 0.01106 -150.500

XS 0.43517 19.760 0.30678 23.920 0.04399 142.750

X6 0.52865 -5.920 0.64275 38.63 0. 14548 145.970

X, 0.48339 28.270 0.49484 160.830 0.21778 -70.760

G 4.35587 116.860 4.11564 124.330 3.04167 -138.73'
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8.4 Synthesis of a 35 dB Dolph-Chebyshev Pattern

As shown in Section 8.2, the differences between the uncompensated patterns and

the compensated patterns are small. A better way to demonstrate the effect of the

mutual coupling compensation on the microstrip array is to synthesize a low side lobe

pattern. A 35 dB Dolph-Chebyshev pattern was chosen for this purpose. The required

element currents are [S-21

11 -0.19154 /0.00 Is - 1.00000 /0.0.

12-0.46362 /0.0" 16-0.78425 /0.00
L 13 = 0.78425 /0.0 °  17 - 0.46362 0 81

14= 1.00000 /0.00 Is-0.19154 /0.00

A feed network for the above current distribution that does not include mutual

coupling compensation (blind design feed) was constructed from the sum/difference feed

network (using sum pattern input port) with six attenuators corresponding to the

* magnitude of required currents attached to the output ports. See Table 8.4-1. The

resulting element currents calculated using measured S-parameters of the feed network

and the array elements are shown in Table 8.4-2. The measured and predicted patterns

are shown in Fig, 8.4-1. The predicted patterns were again computed using individual

element patterns of Fig. 8.2-1.

To demonstrate that a feed network that is tuned to produce the desired currents

does not compensate for mutual coupling effect, a network which corrects the magnitude

and phase error of the feed network was designed. This is designated as partial blind

design. The attenuators and phase shifters required by partial blind design are shown in

Table 8.4-1. These parameters are calculated using SANE with measured S-parameters
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Table 8.4-1. Attenuator/phase shifter compensation network for a 35 dB Dolph
Chebyshev array using the eight element microstrip array and the sum -
feed network.

Design Blind Partial Blind Compensated

Element Attenuator Ph.Shift Attenuator Ph.Shift Attenuator Ph.Shift

X, 14.355 dB 0.00" 14.271 dB -0.950 11.540 dB -135.570

X2  6.667 dB 0.000 6.178 dB 0.000 3.053 dB -125.10 °

X3 2.111 dB 0.00 °  2.516 dB -6.08 °  2.768 dB -144.95 °

X4 0.000 dB 0.00" 0.405 dB -6.070 0.261 dB -142.68 °

X5 0.000 dB 0.000 0.000 dB -2.960 0.000 dB -137.71 °

X6 2.111 dB 0.000 1.209 dB -3.98" 1.259 dB -134.740

X, 6.667 dB 0.00 °  6.095 dB -6.97 °  1.602 dB -132.37-

X8 14.355 dB 0.00 °  13.857 dB -4.00 °  12.013 dB -134.480

G 2.82843 0.00 °  3.19917 0.00 °  3.94536 80.00 °
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of the sum feed network while setting all S-parameters of the elements to zero. The

Upredicted radiation pattern for the blind design array is shown in Fig. 8.4-2. It clearly

shows that mutual coupling among elements cannot be neglected in design of an array.

An attenuator/phase shifter compensation network was calculated from the

S-parameters of the sum feed network measured at PSL. The results of the calculation

using SANE for the required compensation network parameters are summarized in

Table 8.4-1. The compensation network was constructed at PSL using attenuators and

coaxial cables. Attenuators which closely approximate required values were chosen first.

Then, coaxial cables were cut to achieve the required phase shifts and the difference in

required and actual attenuation using the loss introduced by the cables. The normalized

F E-plane radiation pattern of the compensated array is presented in Fig. 8.4-3. The

currents used in the calculation of predicted pattern are shown in Table 8.4-2.

Comparison of measured patterns between the blind design array (Fig. 8.4-1) and

Uthe compensated array (Fig. 8.4-3) shows some improvement in sidelobe level and main

beam shape. However, the sidelobes of the compensated array are not as low as we have

predicted due to variation in the individual element pattern. Nevertheless, the result

UI offers encouragement that experimental verification may be possible for an array with

small element pattern variations.
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(a) -3 -20 'i0 0 dB

(b) -30 -20 -10 0 dB

Figure 8.4-1. Comparison of measured and calculated radiation patterns of a blind
design 35 dB Dolph-Chebyshev array. a) measured, b) calculated.
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-30 -20 -t0 0 dB

Figure 84-2. Calculated radiation patterns of a partial blind design 35 dB
Dolph-Chebyshev array.
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(a) 3 '20 0 0NS

(a) -30 -20 -10 0 dB

Figure 8.4-3. Comparison of measured and calculated radiation patterns of a
compensated 35 dB Dolph-Chebyshev array. a) measured, b)
calculated.
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Table U.-2. Calculated element currents of the blind designs and compensated 35 dB
- Dolph-Chebyshev array using the eight element microstrip array and the

sum feed network with G 1/0.0*

Element Blind Partial Blind Compensated

1 0.03537/77.20- 0.03655177.76- 0.053591-79.13-

2 0.08540L61.26' 0.06978/53-85- 0.117851-80.03-
3 0. 18667/57.07- 0.18699/49.96- 0.20661/-83.620

4 0.22 160/56.08- 0.22419/53.31- 0.25848/-84.59-
5 0. 17864/40.420 0. 18456L/40.3V 0.26881/-89. 37-

6 0.14962/44.91- 0.1571 1/32.09- 0.21686/-86.1l6-

7 0.07063/61.410 0.05719/66.48- 0. 12240/-83.22
80.03916/68.61 * 0047/71 .86'0094.84
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IX. Numerical Studies with Wire Antennas

9.1 Introduction

In order for the synthesis techniques developed here to work, accurate knowledge

of all coupling effects is required. This is an obvious restriction; coupling effects must

be quantified before compensation values can be determined. In Chapter 8 experimental

means were used to characterize the coupling (both array and feed coupling). The

results did not adequately demonstrate the improvements possible with the synthesis

methods. Another approach which offers knowledge of the antenna array mutual

coupling is to use moment methods with wire antennas. The results of such a study are -

presented in this chapter. The array is modeled using a moment method program

discussed fully in Section 9.2 and the feed is modeled using SANE and SANE-PODCON.

Details of the procedure are presented in Section 9.3. Both arrays of parallel dipoles and

parallel monopoles over a finite ground plane are studied. Dipole array synthesis and

monopole array synthesis are discussed in Section 9.4 and Section 9.5, respectively. In

both cases the compensation process is successfully demonstrated.
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9.2 Using Moment Methods in Numerical Experiments
!

The method of moments is a general technique used to approximately solve

equations of the form

F(g) - h (9.2-1)

where F is a known linear operator, h is a given excitation function, and g is an unknown

response function. Expansion of the unknown functions in a linear combination of

known basis function allows (9.2-1) to be expanded to a system of N linear equations

[B-91:

N
" Cn < Wm , F(grj)> =- wm, h> m = 1,2,...,N (9.2-2)

n-I

where (g.) are expansion functions for the unknown function g with coefficients {c,},

{w.) are weighting functions, and < a,b> represents the inner product of a and b. The

system of N equations can be written in matrix form as

[F,.J[c j = [hmJ (9.2-3)

where

Fi= = < wi, F(gj) >
N.== < wi, h>

Equation (9.2-3) can be solved for the unknowns (cj using matrix inversion:

[c.] = [Fnal- 1 [hm] (9.2-4)
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The unknown response function g in (9.2-1) can now be approximated by

N

g C-I cngn (9.2-5)
ni

Using the method of moments the electric field integral equation of the form

f I(s')K(s, s')ds' = E'(s) (9.2-6)

can be solved for unknown current I(s') where kernel K(s, s') is specified by the geometry

of the antennas and the incident electric field E(s) is specified by the given excitation.

For example, one of the common integral equations used in treatment of thin wire

structures was derived by Pocklington. His integral equation for a z-directed wire is given

as [S-21

(OL[ z, ' _) (9.2-7)
JW-g L/2 [ aZ2 +f 2 iz 'Jz ~

The function O(z, z') is the free space Green's function

e- R

o(z, z') = eR (9.2-8)

where R is distance between the observation point z and the source location z'. Once

the induced currents on the wires are determined using the method of moment the

radiated electric fields are computed by
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Ee = sin 0J I(z)eJPZ Cos 0dz, (9.2-9)
E= 4" -,/2

There are numerous computer programs implementing method of moments for

various antenna structures. In this study two programs are used. The Electromagnetic

Surface Patch code (ESP), which was developed at the Ohio State University

Electroscience Laboratory, is a computer implementation of the moment method

technique for solving geometries consisting of thin wires and perfectly conducting

polygonal plates [N-2]. ESP uses piecewise sinusoidal functions as both expansion

function and weighting function [N-2]. The procedure is known as the piecewise

sinusoidal Galerkin's method which is computationally more efficient than other pairs

of expansion and weighting functions [S-21. The program approximates the excitation

by delta gap voltage generators which can be located anywhere on the wires or at the

attachment points between plates and wires [N-2]. Then the excitation function E'(s) is

zero everywhere (since tangential electric field must be along a wire) except across the

feed points.

The second moment method program used in this study, MININEC 11 written by

Davis [D-10], is an improved version of the Mini-Numerical Electromagnetics Code

(MININEC). MININEC is a personal computer version of more extensive Numerical

Electromagnetics Code (NEC). MININEC II determines the current distribution and

far field pattern of wire geometries in free space and wire geometries over an infinite

ground plane. The program uses pulse function as both expansion and weighting

function [D- 101.

Before ESP is used in numerical experiments to calculate coupling coefficients of

array antennas it is necessary to verify that the mutual impedance values obtained from
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the program are reasonable. Figure 9.2-1 compares the mutual impedance between two

parallel half wavelength dipoles for various element spacings. The dotted curves

represent the values calculated by ESP for dipoles with radius a = 0.005A.. The solid

curves represent the mutual impedance between two ideal parallel dipoles of length

L - A,/2 which are obtained from [B-91

12 = "2Ci(uo) - Ci(ul) - Ci(u 2)](
4x Sn2(#/2)(9.2-10)

X12 - 2 i "2Si(uo) - Si(u,) - Si(u 2)]4,x sin2(flL/2)

where

u0 = id

U,= 90 'd + L 2 + L)

U2 = #(/d' + L2 - L)

R,2 and X,2 are real and imaginary parts of the mutual impedance Z,2, respectively. The

functions Ci and Si are cosine and sine integrals. The differences between ideal dipole

results and the values calculated by ESP for close element spacings are due to the finite

radius of dipoles accounted for with the ESP model.

The programs ESP and MININEC II are also used to predict S-parameters of an

array of eight monopoles over a ground plane. The monopoles have length

L - 0.2375,A., radius a = 0.01 IA, and are spaced d -0.S A apart. The ground plane is a

5.55A, x 5.55A, rectangular conductor. In the MININEC calculation, the finite ground

plane was replaced with an infinite ground plane.

Figure 9.2-2 shows comparisorn of the calculated to measured S-parameters of the

array. The S-parameters of the array are calculated from the outputs of ESP and
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Figure 9.2-1. Comparison of mutual impedance between two parallel ,/2 dipoles.
Ideal dipoles (solid curves). Calculated using ESP (dotted curves).
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MININEC II using steps 1) and 2) of the numerical experiment procedures described in

next section. It is apparent from the plots that MININEC II predicts measured results

more closely than ESP. ESP is especially poor at predicting the return loss, S,,, of the

monopole array. This result suggest that the uncompensated patterns of a monopole

array calculated in the numerical experiments in Section 9.5 may be worse than the

actual radiation patterns of the array.

9.3 Numerical Experiment Procedures

The numerical experiments in the next two sections were performed using the

following steps.

1). The port to port mutual admittance of array antennas are calculated using ESP. The

admittance parameters are obtained by exciting one element and shorting all other

elements in an array:

Ynm= -L where V.=O for j~n (9.3-1)

where I. is the appropriate port current obtained from the moment method solution.

The calculation must be repeated N times for an N element array to obtain the complete

Y-matrix.

2). The admittance matrix of the array is converted to S-matrix by (G- I

[S] - [4r/-J[Yo - Y][Yo + Y]-'[ 0 ] (9.3-1)
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where [YaJ, [jvF') and [,F- j are diagonal matrices with elements given by YO ,

and [4 - 1/jr/V , respectively. YO represents the characteristic admittance of the

transmission line attached to port i of the network.

3) Calculate the required element currents using an ordinary array synthesis technique. -

4). Calculate the S-matrix of the initial feed network that does not include mutual

coupling compensation using MCAP for the element currents obtained in step 3 (blind

design).

5). Calculate the actual element currents and voltages using MCAP for the array and the

feed network obtained in the previous steps. Then calculate blind design far-field pattern

using ESP with the voltages as excitation (in place of a feed network).

6). Compute a compensation network using SANE or modify the feed network using

SANE-PODCON to compensate for mutual coupling.

7). Calculate the element voltages using MCAP.

8). Compute the compensated far-field patterns using ESP with the voltages of step 7

as excitations (in place of a compensated feed network).
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9.4 An Eight Element Dipole Array Example

The eight element linear array considered in this section consists of z-directed

parallel dipoles of length L - 0.466A. and radius a = 0.005A0. The elements are spaced

d - 0.500A. apart along x-axis and are fed at the center of the dipoles. The geometry and

the orientation of the array is shown in Fig. 9.4-1. An operating frequency of 300 MHz

was chosen for the ease of calculation ( I = 1 m). A 30 dB Dolph-Chebyshev pattern

with the main beam steered to 30° off broadside is the design objective. The required

element currents found using the step 3 in Section 9.3 are [S-21

11 = 0.26222/3151 15 = 1.O0000/O-5l

12 - 0.51875/225* 16 - 0.81196(9131

13 = 0.81196/1350 17 = 0.518751-225

U 14 1.00000/45 Is - 0.262221-315

The feed network for the above current distribution that does not include mutual

coupling compensation (blind design) consists of seven 2-way variable power divider

networks with the required phase shift to steer the main beam. The required power

dividers and phase shifters are listed in Table 9.4-2. The element currents that result

from the blind design feed network and the corresponding E-plane and H-plane radiation

patterns are shown in Table 9.4-3 and Figure 9.4-5, respectively.
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Figure 9.4-1. Geometry of eight A,/2 dipole array with d A.4/2 element spacing.
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9.4.1 Attenuator/phase shifter compensation

In the attenuator/phase shifter compensation network an attenuator in series with

a phase shifter was placed between the feed and each element (see Fig. 9.4-2). In this

M compensation technique the generator phase was changed at 100 increment to find the

most efficient network. (See discussion in Section 5.3). The required compensation

network parameters and other results using SANE are summarized in Table 9.4-1. The

normalized E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns of the compensated array are plotted

in Fig. 9.4-5. The radiation patterns of the blind design array are also plotted for

comparison.
0J

9.4.2 Power divider compensation

For variable power divider network compensation the power ratio and phase shifts

are modified from those of the blind design to achieve mutual coupling compensation.

The power dividers and phase shifters are formed in the corporate feed network

p configuration as shown in Fig. 9.4-3. The required power divider and phase shifter

values are given in Table 9.4-2. The radiation patterns of the array with the modified

feed network along with those of blind design array are shown in Fig. 9.4-8.
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Table 9.4-1. Required attenuators and phase shifters for the 30 dB Dolph-Chebyshev
8-clement dipole array example.

No. Attenuation Phase Shift

1 3.119 dB 31.94

2 2.425 dB 29.810

3 1.509 dB 34.530

4 1.080 dB 18.700

5 0.000 dB 26.040

16 0.831 dB 0.360

7 0.329 dB 18.640

8 2.307 dB -12.84"

*G 2.51264 150.000
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Table 9.4-2. Required variable power dividers and phase shifters for 30dB
Dolph-Chebyshev 8-element dipole array example.

Blind Design Compensated Design

No. K Ph. Shift K Ph. Shift

1 0,79649 -90.000 0.8 1382 -80.760

o2 0.60267 -90.000 0.47938 -100.790

3 0.39733 -90.000 0.22670 -105.570

L:4 0.20351 -90.000 0.06047 -112.710

5 0.83083 180.00 0.85703 .170.250

6 0.16917 180.00 0.15481 -179.890

7 0.50000 0.000 0.49279 -2.370

G 1.99857 .135.00' 2.23865 171.65'
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9.4.3 The frequency sensitivity of the compensation networks

The compensation networks derived in the previous subsections are of no practical

value if they are very sensitive to changes in the frequency. Thus, it is necessary to test

the frequency sensitivity of the networks. In this section the radiation patterns using the -

compensation networks in the previous two sections are calculated at 294 MHz and 306

MHz.

In the attenuator/phase shifter network, the compensation variables are kept -

constant while S-parameters of the blind design feed network array are modified

according to their frequency behavior. The array S-matrices are also recomputed at each

frequency using ESP. In the case of the variable power divider compensation network,

the S-matrices of the modified feed network are calculated at three frequencies using

MCAP to include the frequency variation effects of the power dividers discussed in

Section 4.4.3. The array S-matrices are the same as those used for the attenuator/phase - -

shifter case.

Figures 9.4-4 through 9.4-6 show the normalized E-plane and H-plane patterns of

the blind design array and the array with attenuator/phase shifter compensation at 294

MHz, 300 MHz and 306 MHz, respectively; these represent a 4% frequency swing.

Figures 9.4-7 through 9.4-9 show the compensated patterns using variable power divider

networks at the three frequencies. The figures show that though the compensated

patterns deviate from the desired pattern, they are still closer to the desired pattern than

the blind design radiation patterns.

The frequency sensitivity investigation in this section showed that the synthesis

techniques are not so sensitive that a slight frequency change eliminates the

improvements achieved at the design frequency.
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Figure 9.4-4. Comparison of E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns of the array
of Fig. 9.4-1 for blind design (dotted) and the attenuator/phase
shifter network compensation (solid) at 294 MHz.
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Y

-30 -20 -10 0 dBH-plane

Figure 9.4-5. Comparison of E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns of the array
of Fig. 9.4-1 for blind design (dotted) and the attenuator/phase
shifter network compensation (solid) at 300 MHz the design
frequency.
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Figure 9.4-6. Comparison of E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns of the array
of Fig. 9.4-1 for blind design (dotted) and the attenuator/phase
shifter network compensation (solid) at 306 MHz.
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Figure 9.4-7. Comparison of E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns of the array
of Fig. 9.4-1 for the blind design (dotted) and the variable power
divider network compensation (solid) at 294 MHz.
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Figure 9.4-8. Comparison of E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns of the array
of Fig. 9.4-1 for the blind design (dotted) and the variable power
divider network compensation (solid) at 300 MHz the design
frequency.
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Figure 9.4-9. Comparison of E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns of the array
of Fig. 9.4-1 for the blind design (dotted) and the variable power
divider network compensation (solid) at 306 MHz.
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Table 9.4-3 Element currents used to produce Figs. 9.4-4 through 9.4-9.

______ ~294 MHz______

Element No. Blind Design Atten./Ph. Shifter Power Divider

1 0. 12656/157.46' 0.11161/189.7- 0.10979/162.02-
2 0.25370L77.99' 0.22646/ 109.57- 0.26891/81.990

FX3 0.32 176/-2.37' 0.36830/L6.OV 0.37959/-12.1 5-

*4 0.51418/-88.75- 0.391 67/-65.89- 0.50272/269.90-
5 0.36823/168.92- 0.38359/189.18- 0.39586/174.04-
6 0.43171/ 107.68- 0.30566/110.950 0.37092/91.760
7 0.21874/-7.1 I 0.20139/13.16- 0.23050/-i 59
8 0. 196321.51. 16' 0.08812/-65.900 0. 12030/.76.340

______ ~300 MHz______

Element No. Blind Design Atten./Ph. Shifter Power Divider
1 0.13054/137.22- 0.104361165.000 0.11712/143.35-
2 0.23044LLO.O2 0.20646/75.00- 0.23171/53.35-
3 0.31110/.45.470 0.32315/-15.00- 0.36269/-36.65-

U4 0.47433/236.12- 0.39799/255.00- 0.44671/23 3.35-
5 0.39349/140.010 0.39799/165.00- 0.44669/1j43.350
6 0.43402/69.29- 0.32315/75.00- 0.36271/53.35-
7 0.208061.40.610 0.20646/-I5.000 0.23173/-36.65-

*8 0. 19572/Z2.940 0. 10436/255.00 0.11713/233.350

___ ___ __ ___ ___ __ ___ __306 MHz _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Element No. Blind Design Atten./Ph. Shifter Power Divider
1 0. 14284/105.880 0. 10290L128.08- 0.13260/111.71V
2 0.21113118.360 0.18571/40.18- 0.20781/21.750
3 0.33308/-78.09- 0.3 1038/-45-03- 0.38278/-69.47-
4 0.44560/21.400 0.37339/21 6.760 0.41316/199.86-
5 0.40143/ 107.98- 0.41354/134.50- 0.45570/109.74-
6 0.40001/33.83- 0.30791/39.110 0.33384/19.680
7 0. 1901 1/-73.65" 0.200781-49-51- 0.207931-70.22-
8 0. 17099/220.02- 0. 10378/214.10 0.09783/192.500
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9.4.4 Power and efficiency

Table 9.4-4 summarizes the power distribution and the efficiency of the

attenuator/phase shifter compensation and the power divider compensation for the

dipole array considered. The notation as defined by Smith [S-2] is used in the table.

Pin= incident power produced by the generator

= G
2

where G is the generator voltage magnitude.

Pref - reflected power back into the generator

= (SN G)
2

where SN is the reflection coefficient of the compensated array looking into the

input port.

Pdi= power dissipated by the compensation network

Prad = power radiated

Pn ,- PrW- P

The efficiency is defined as

Ef. = x 100%

The power distributions are calculated from the results of MCAP analysis of the

compensated arrays.
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-Table 9.4-4. The power distribution in the attenuator phase shifter compensation
network and power divider compensation network for a 30 dB
Doiph-Chebyshev dipole array (all powers in Watts).

Atten./Ph. Shifter Power Divider

Pi,6.31335 5.01155

P 0.00455 0.00590

Pdz1.30290 0.00000
Pd5.00590 5.00590

Efficiency 79.3 % 99.8 %
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In Table 9.4-4 the power divider networks are assumed to be lossless. Thus, no

power is lost in the blind design feed network and the power divider compensated feed

network. In other words, Pd only represents the power lost in the attenuators. The high

efficiency shown in Table 9.4-4 for the power divider compensation results from this.

When line losses due to finite conductivity and other nonideal effects are considered in

the S-matrix calculation of the compensation network, the power divider network would

be somewhat less efficient.

9.4.5 Computational efficiency

Figure 9.4-10 shows plots of CPU time and number of iterations required by SANE

and SANE-PODCON as functions of interelement phasing, a, in desired currents. The

calculations are based on the array of eight dipoles shown in Fig. 9.4-1. The magnitude

of desired currents are the same as (9.4-1) while the interelement phasing is changed

from a = 0* which produces a broadside pattern to a = 1800 which scans the main beam

to endfire direction.

In the case of SANE for attenuator/phase shifter compensation, a blind design feed

that corresponds to each interelement phasing is used in the calculations. In the power

divider compensation calculations the initial guess produced by the program

SANE-PODCON is used. The CPU time data points are calculated from the execution

of SANE and SANE-PODCON on IBM 3090 at Va Tech. The number of iterations are

calculated for the error in the norm of the nonlinear equations to be less than 1.OE-05.

As it is shown in Fig 9.4-10, SANE requires larger number of iterations to converge

to a solution than SANE-PODCON. This is generally true because in SANE generator

phase is changed to optimize power efficiency of attenuator/phase shifter compensation

network. In thit particular example, generator phase was changed from 0° to 1700 at
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100 steps. Thus, in average SANE required only one eighteenth of the total iterations to

converge to a solution at each generator phase. Also, it should be noted that though

SANE requires more iterations than SANE-PODCON, the required CPU time for this

particular array are in the same order of magnitude. SANE requires less CPU time per

iteration than SANE-PODCON because the form of nonlinear equations is simpler for

attenuator/phase shifter compensation.

It is also apparent in the plots that SANE-PODCON becomes more difficult to

converge as the larger interelement phasing is required. For example, the required CPU

time for a - 180 ° (6.32 seconds) is about 5 times longer than for the broadside pattern

= 0° (31.84 seconds). On the other hand, the change in required CPU time for SANE

is small for different case of interelement phasing.

The results presented here are only for the 8-element dipole array of Fig. 9.4-1.

For an array with larger number of elements, the convergence by SANE-PODCON

would be slower than by SANE.

9.4.6 Conclusions from the dipole array study

In this study the latest wire analysis techniques were used in combination with the

proposed mutual coupling synthesis methods. This was done for both attenuator/phase

shifter compensation and power divider network compensation. The center frequency

radiation patterns for the 30 dB eight element parallel dipole array are shown in Figs.

9.4-5 and 9.4-8 for the two compensation networks. Comparison of the blind design and

compensated array patterns in both compensation network cases show that in thc

H-plane the high side lobe level (-15 dB) was reduced to the design value of -30 dB. In

the E-plane side lobe level of-15 dB was reduced to -24 dB through compensation. The

desired side lobe reduction was not quite achieved in the E-plane due to the varying
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shape of individual element pattern for dipole antennas in this elevation plane, whereas

the azimuth plane (H-plane) has omnidirectional patterns for all elements.

9.5 An Eight Element Monopole Array Above a Finite Ground Plane

In this section we will consider synthesis of a 30 dB Dolph-Chebyshev pattern using

an array of eight monopoles over a finite ground plane. The z-directed monopoles have

length L = 0.233A., radius a = 0.005A. and are spaced d = 0.500,4 apart along x-axis.

V- The ground plane is a 5.0,A x 5.OA rectangular plate of a perfect conductor located on

xy-plane at z =0. The geometry of the array is shown in Fig. 9.5-1. Y-parameters for

the elements are obtained using ESP and then, they are transformed to S-parameters

*using the steps 1 and 2 discussed in Section 9.3.

The desired pattern is a 30 dB Dolph-Chebyshev pattern with the main beam

steered to 308 off broadside. The required element current distribution is the same as the

l dipole array case in the previous section and is shown in (9.4-1). The same desired

pattern was chosen for the comparison with the dipole results.

In Section 9.2, it was shown that ESP may have difficulty in predicting return loss,

SA, for monopoles over a ground plane. For the array considered in this section, the

magnitude of SA calculated using ESP are approximately -5 dB. These are unrealistically

high return loss which makes blind design radiation pattern worse that what it really

should be. Thus, for the blind design analysis the diagonal elements of the array S-matrix

are replaced with the S-parameters for the monopoles over an infinite ground plane

calculated using MININEC II. The element currents are calculated from the blind

design feed network used in Section 9.4 and are shown in Table 9.5-1. The
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Figure 9.5- 1. Geometry of eight element monopole array over a finite ground
plane used in the numerical experiment.
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corresponding E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns are plotted in Fig. 9.5-2 with

dotted curves.

The required compensation network parameters are computed from the ESP

calculated element S-parameters and the blind design feed network S-parameters using

SANE and SANE-PODCON. The resulting parameters are summarized in Tables 9.5-1

and 9.5-2, respectively. Figure 9.5-2 shows the E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns

of the compensated array (solid curves). In the H-plane, the side lobe level of -13 dB

was successfully reduced to the desired level of -30 dB. In the E-plane, however, the side

lobe was only reduced to -15 dB. Unlike the dipole array case in Section 9.4, the failure

to synthesize the desired result comes not only from the shape of element pattern in this
r plane, but also from the variation in individual element pattern introduced by the finite

ground plane. This is similar to result observed in the 35 dB Dolph-Chebyshev

microstrip array as discussed in Section 8.4.
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Table 9.5-I1. Required attenuators and phase shifters for the 30 dB Dolph-Chebyshev
monopole array example.-

No. Attenuation Phase Shift

1 0.000 dB 48.700

2 4.257 dB 5.390

3 0.982 dB 41.56*

4 4.319 dB 7.68*

5 1.978 dB 22.00*

6 5.469 dB 3.480

7 2.735 dB 20.08*

8 5.380 dB -0.800

G 2.55183 130.000
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Table 9.5-2. Required variable power dividers and phase shifters for 30dB Dolph
Chebyshev monopole array example.

Blind Design Compensated Design

No. K Ph. Shift K Ph. Shift

1 0.79649 -90.000 0.07724 -88.48 °

2 0.60267 -90.000 0.06040 -92.170

3 0.39773 -90.000 0.03519 -95.220

4 0.20351 -90.000 0.01446 -101.290

5 0.83083 180.00" 0.85802 -168.260
6 0.16917 180.000 0.16804 -174.55 °

7 0.50000 0.00°  0.52595 4.15 °

G 1.99857 -135.00 °  1.46877 137.73 °

I
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E-p lane -30 -20 -t0 0 dB

H-plane -30 -20 -10 0 dB

Figure 9.5-2. Comparison of E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns of the array
of Fig. 9.5-1 for the blind design (dotted) and compensated design
(solid) at 300 MHz.
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Table 9.5-3. Element currents used to produce Figure 9.5-2.

Element No. Blind Design Atten./Ph. Shifter Power Divider

1 0.04932/189.96- 0.10274/185.00- 0.178531177.27-

2 0.3240485.85 °  0.20324/95.00 0.35319/87.27-

3 0. 14857/-9.23" 0.31812/5.00- 0.55281 /-2.730

t 4 0.786941261.32 0.39180/-85.00- 0.68082/267.27'

5 0.27949/ 159.52 0.39180/185.00 0.68085/177.27-

6 0.91869/83.60- 0.31812/95.00 °  0.55281/87.27-

7 0.15310/-41.37* 0.20325/5.00- 0.35319/-2.73-

8 0.45119/-88.38 °  0.102741-85.000 0.17854/67.27°
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X. Conclusions

This report reflects four years of study into the effects of mutual coupling on array

analysis and synthesis. During this effort several fundamental array issues were

addressed as well as new array synthesis techniques. Progress was made in answering

several fundamental questions, but much remains. The objective of this study was to

develop and verify synthesis techniques for array antennas which include all coupling

effects. This was accomplished using an attenuator/phase shifter network and a variable

power divider network.

In this chapter the key results are collected and summarized. References are made

to the appropriate points in the report for further details. Recommendations for future

study are also given in this chapter.
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10.1 Summary of Research Results

Fundamental Issues In Array Theory

1. Scattering Parameter Representation of Arrays with Coupling Effects Included

The scattering matrix representation for general arrays was developed in Sec. 2.1

and array coupling effects in terms of scattering parameters were discussed in Sec. 2.2,

including examples of the coupling effects on radiation patterns (Figs. 2.2-3 and 2.2-4).

2. Array Pattern Analysis Including Mutual Coupling

Array pattern analysis techniques in the presence of mutual coupling was

developed (Sec. 2.3). It was shown that radiation pattern of an array driven by the

feed/generator network can be approximated by (2.3-9) as follows:

NF(8, O)z.,g, (O, )O , (O .l

The element currents, I., are obtained using the S-parameter network analysis technique

discussed in Section 2.1. g.(0, 40) is the pattern of each element in the array environment

when all other elements are match loaded. When element patterns are similar in shape

and gain, (10.1-1) can be simplified to (2.3-10):

N

F(O, )tg,(O, 4) zIie .  (10.1-2)
n=1

where g.(O, 4) is a typical element pattern of the array. These equations need further

investigation; see recommendation 4 in the next section.
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Computer Aided Microwave Network Analysis To Assist in Array Design

3. The MCAP program

MCAP, the Microwave Circuit Analysis Program, originally published in [G-11 was

modified by PSL and by Smith during the effort for microstrip array feed analysis and i

is described fully in Sec. 4.2.

4. Power Divider Networks

MCAP was used to study frequency response of a two-way variable power divider

(Sec. 4.4.3). The results showed that for a large power ratio the phase difference between

two output ports of a quadrature hybrid power divider deviates rapidly from zero for

operations off of the design frequency (See plot in Fig. 4.4-4). The two-way power

dividers were then used as building block to develop a N-way variable power divider

network (Sec. 6.2).

General Array Synthesis Including Mutual Coupling Compensation

5. Overview of Pattern Synthesis

It is assumed that the principle of pattern multiplication applies and that the

pattern of an array is factorable in the form of (2.3-10) as follows:

F(O, ) = g,4(0, O)ff, 0,) (10.1-3)

where

N

f(O, 4) - normalized array factor cc Z inn (10.1-4)
n-I
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where , are defined in (2.3-2). For desired pattern F(6, 46) and a known active element

mpattern gL(O, 4) we can solve for the corresponding desired array factor using (10.1-3)

as

9 F(O,4 ) (10.1-5)" f~~o, a,g(o, 4,)

Then conventional "text book" synthesis techniques that do not account for coupling

are used to find the desired currents (I.). The realization of these currents in the presence

of coupling effects is the thrust of the proposed methods (see following items). The

L2 important assumption here is that the individual active element patterns are sufficiently

alike that (10.1-5) holds.

6. Summary of System of Equations

Figure 10.1-1 summarizes the solution formulation. A system of nonlinear

equation! which describes a general array antenna network consisting of antenna

elements, a feed network, a compensation network and a generator was developed inp
(2.4-14) and (2.4-15) and are

A N CA M [ M 1
0--a k + kSkbN + .,N.,/ + Sn° + U for 1 ! k < N (10.1-6)

L_ -

N M 1
ZSb A 'S CFIG VSF!G

0= -Uk-N + E k b + .,kN+/CL + LS IUJ for N + 1 k N + M
j-1 -J

(10.1-7)
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Antenna Array [SAN
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2 N

Compensation Network [S C

N+I N+2 N +

- ,, I - U2  • ,UM

2 M

Feed/Generator Network [S F/G ]

Knowns: Feed/Generator Network ISF IG]I

Army Exdtaton [aA] [b A]

Compensation Network Form [SC]

Unknowns: Reflected Waves from Compensaton Network {Ui}

Compensation Network Parameters {Xi} where S C F(X)

Induced Waves from Generator {CVFG}

Figure 10.1-1. General compensation approach for a N-element array with a
M-way feed network.
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where {aA) and {b) are obtained from (2.4-7) and (2.4-8) using desired element currents

[lA) and known scattering parameters of the antenna elements [SA]. The feed/generator

network has combined S-parameters [SP/0 ] and the generator induces waves [cFrI] at the

feed/generator output ports. The unknown variables (X,} which represent the physical

specification for the compensation network are imbedded in the scattering parameters

[Sc]. The variables (U,) are intermediate unknowns necessary to expand the system of

equations in closed form. The equations are nonlinear because of the terms ScN+,Uj

which are products of the unknown variables. In the case where the generator value is

treated as a unknown, the products Sc+, cr' also contribute to the nonlinear property

of the equations.

7. Mutual Coupling Effect in Symmetric Excitations

Smith [S-I,Sec 8.41 showed that an ideal N-way power divider could be used to

UI produce a sum pattern which would be insensitive to the presence of mutual coupling.

The statement can be extended to any symmetrical excitation. That is, if the feed

network produces an array excitation which is symmetric (amplitude and phase

* symmetric about center of the array) mutual coupling effects (which can be

unsymmetric) do not alter the symmetry of the resulting currents. Note that if a linear

phase taper is imposed the excitation is unsymmetric and mutual coupling effects alter

the current distribution. This property, however, is only applicable to ideal power

dividers which have S-parameters as derived by Smith [S-1,(4.4-19)]. The variable power

divider network derived in this effort (item 4) has S-parameters different from the N-way

power divider derived by Smith. Thus, the property does not apply to the variable power

divider network.

A sum pattern feed network that has Smith's form of S-parameters can be realized

using 50.0 coaxial T-junctions connected in a corporate feed configuration. Such feed
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network would be least effected by mutual coupling. However, the network would have

high VSWR at the feed output ports resulting in low powe#r efficiency.

8. The Decomposition of Element Currents

The currents in each element of an array can be decomposed into three terms:

I= Idea - laonn, cuping + Ifull coupng (10.1-8)

This was derived in Sec. 5.4 for an attenuator/phase shifter compensation two element

array of matched antennas but should hold with mismatches present as well. In (10.1-8)

I.. is the current that would be present if no mutual coupling were present anywhere

in the system. l s is the contribution to the current in one element induced by

the other elements through antenna coupling. This current exists when there is mutual

coupling between antenna elements but no coupling through the feed network. , ,

is present when there is a coupling between output ports of the feed network. The

coupling through the feed network introduces a feedback loop in the system which

makes the currents a nonlinear function of compensation variables; this is discussed in

item 9 below.

9. The Nonlinear Property of Attenuator/Phase Shifter Compensated Arrays

The nonlinear relation between attenuator/phase shifter compensation network

parameters and element currents was demonstrated for a two element array of matched

antennas in (5.4-10) and (5.4-11). It was shown that the compensation network can be

obtained by solving a system of linear equations when only antenna coupling is

considered. When feed network coupling is present the relationship between the element

currents and the compensation network parameters becomes a nonlinear function.
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10. The Generator Level Setting Effect

In solving the system of nonlinear equations for attenuator/phase shifter

compensation, it was shown that the constraint in (5.2-6) must be imposed on the

unknown variables to ensure that a physically realizable network results. Smith (S-L]

showed that the magnitude of generator can be adjusted to meet this constraint. The

process, however, is a nonlinear function because of the relation between element

currents and generator values. It was shown that the constraint can be used to eliminate

an attenuator from the attenuator/phase shifter compensation network.

Specific Solutions

11. Attenuator/Phase Shifter Compensation Network

A system of equations for the synthesis of attenuator/phase shifter compensation

networks that was derived by Smith [S-I was summarized in Section 5.2. In addition,

our investigation showed that multiple solutions exist and efficiency can be improved

by changing the absolute phase of the generator; see Section 5.3. The computer

program SANE [S-I] was modified to include this effect in the solution for the system

of equations. A description of changes made in SANE is discussed in Appendix A.

12. Power Divider Compensation Network

A general system of nonlinear equations for the synthesis of compensation

networks (item 6) was modified for power divider networks so that they can be solved

numerically; see (6.3-6). Also, the initial guess to the solution of the nonlinear equations

which plays an important role in numerical technique was discussed (Sec. 6.4). The

computer program SANE-PODCON was written to solve the nonlinear equations using

a modified Newton's method; see Appendix B. The code converges much more

efficiently than SANE-GECON written by Smith [S-I].
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13. Transmission Line Compensation Network

Mutual coupling compensation with transmission lines was attempted (Chap. 7).

However, except for the case of two element arrays, convergence to a solution for the

nonlinear equations was never achieved. This failure seems to come from the physical

nature and the specific structure of scattering parameters of the network rather than

from the use of inadequate numerical techniques.

Verification

14. Analysis Experiments with a Microstrip Array

The S-parameter analysis technique developed in Section 2.1 and the array pattern

analysis technique developed in Section 2.3 were applied to an eight element microstrip

array in Section 8.2 for sum, difference and endfire excitations. Comparison of measured

and calculated patterns (Figs. 8.2-2 through 8.2-4) suggests that the techniques are

basically valid. However, close match of measured and calculated patterns were never

obtained due to uncertainty in accuracy of measured S-parameters and variation in

active element patterns of the microstrip array.

15. Synthesis Experiment with a Microstrip Array

Attenuator/phase shifter networks and power divider networks were designed in

Section 8.3 to compensated for mutual coupling in the eight element microstrip array for

sum, difference and endf're excitation. In Section 8.4 an attenuator/phase shifter

compensation network was designed to synthesize a 35 dB Dolph-Chebyshev pattern

using the nicrostrip elements and sum feed network. The compensation network was

built and tested at PSL. The measured patterns (Figs. 8.4-1 and 8.4-3) showed reduction

in the sidelobe level from -17 dB to -21 dB and improvement in main beam shape. The
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desired sidelobe level, however, was not achieved because of the variation in active

element patterns.

16. Wire Antenna Computer Studies

A 30 dB Dolph-Chebyshev pattern with main beam steered to 30 degrees off

broadside was synthesized using an array of eight dipoles and an array of eight

monopoles over a finite ground plane. The dipole and monopoles arrays were modeled

using the ESP moment method computer code. The required attenuator/phase shifter

network and power divider network parameters are given in Tables 9.4-1 and 9.4-2 for

the dipole array and in Tables 9.5-2 and 9.5-3 for the monopole array. The calculated

E-plane and H-plane patterns of the blind design and and compensated dipole array are

shown in Fig. 9.4-5 for attenuator/phase shifter compensation and in Fig. 9.4-8 for

power divider compensation. The calculated patterns of the monopole array are shown

in Fig. 9.5-2. In both dipole and monopole arrays, complete compensation was achieved

in H-plane. However, the sidelobes were not reduced to the desired level in E-plane due

to varying shape of individual element pattern in the elevation plane. (See discussion in

Sec 9.4.6).

Comparison of Compensation Methods

17. Accuracy and Convergence

Attenuator/phase shifter and power divider compensation network parameters were

successfully calculated for eight element arrays in Chapters 8 and 9. However, solutions

were obtained only for two element array cases using transmission line characteristic

impedance network technique (See Chapter 7).

Smith found that convergence of the power divider network equations are very

ksensitive to the initial guess to the solution. The convergence problem was solved by
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using the initial network that would be necessary without considering mutual coupling

(See Section 6.4).

18. Frequency Sensitivity

Comparison of calculated patterns for the dipole arrays at the center frequency of

300 MHz and side frequencies of 294 MHz and 306 MHz showed that the compensation

networks are not extremely sensitive to small variations in the operating frequency. See

Figs. 9.4-4 through 9.4-9.

19. Computer Time

The required CPU time and number of iterations for the eight element dipole array

were compared for different cases of interelement phasing in desired currents in Section

9.4.5. It was shown that SANE for attenuator/phase shifter compensation requires more

iterations than SANE-PODCON for power divider compensation because SANE

optimizes the compensation network for power efficiency by varying the phase of

generator. The required CPU time, however, were similar for both SANE and

SANE-PODCON for the particular array considered. It was also shown that

convergence to a solution by SANE-PODCON becomes slow as the interelement

spacing is increased (See Fig. 9.4-10).

20. Efficiency of Synthesis Network

Comparison of power efficiency of attenuator/phase shifter network and power

divider network is presented in Table 9.4-5. The power divider network was shown to

have very high efficiency.
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10.2 Recommendations for Future Work

1. Experimental Verification

The next major step necessary in this study is experimental verification of the

technique. If the present scattering parameter models for the array can be realized then

other types of compensation network can be developed. For example, the technique may

be extended to allow series feeding of the elements. Otherwise more rigorous model for

the array, feed and compensation networks must be developed.

The present experiments as described in Chapter 8 use measured scattering

parameters to compensated for mutual coupling. Such measurements are very difficult

for large element array. The Moment methods can be used to approximate for the

mutual coupling among antenna elements as shown in Chapter 9. This needs to be

verified also through experiments.

2. Array Factoring

During the course of this study it was discovered that fundamental questions in

basic array pattern formulation remain. For example, a thorough study on (10.1-1),

(10.1-2) and the developments in Section 2.3 could be examined with wire antenna

moment method computer experiments.

3. General Study of Sufficient Conditions for Compensation

In this study we found two network architectures which permit compensation of

mutual coupling effects. A worthwhile study would be to find the necessary conditions

for compensation in general.
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4. Inclusion of Individual Element Patterns

The synthesis methods developed here work well only if array factorization as in

(10.1-2) holds. A challenging area of study would be to develop synthesis techniques

with different individual element pattern as in (10.1-I).

5. Termination of Synthesis Codes

The termination condition of the iteration in the computer programs SANE and

SANE-PODCON need to be modified. The present programs use error in the element

currents as the condition. This should be replaced with the error criterion in radiation

pattern.

6. Extension to Active Devices

It may be possible to apply this technique to use active component in the

compensation network. This will lead to synthesis technique where antenna elements,

the feed network and compensation network as well as any other networks such as

amplifiers are implemented on the same substrate.

7. Shaped Beam Synthesis

The results presented in this report are for narrow beam (or difference) patterns.

Synthesis of shaped main beams is also very important. Shaped beam patterns were

successfully synthesized using both attenuator/phase shifter and power divider

compensation networks for a 16 element dipole array calculated using ESP. Experiments

must be conducted using array with larger number of elements.
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XIL. Appendix A: Program SANE, Version 2.0

r This chapter presents a brief description of the modifications to and a user's guide

for the program SANE (Synthesis of Array with Network and Element coupling)

originally written by Smith [S-1]. SANE is designed tc solve the system of nonlinear

U equations in (5.2-5) for attenuator/phase shifter compensation network parameters given

the desired element currents and the S-parameters of the feed network and the antenna

elements. SANE can also be used instead of MCAP to analyze the effects of mutual

n coupling on element currents in an uncompensated array using techniques discussed in

Section 2.1. A review of the theory used in SANE is presented in Chapter 5.

12.1 Description of The Code

Two modifications were implemented to SANE (forming Version 2.0) in this effort.

The first modification was the addition of a subroutine to handle feed line effects as

discussed in Section 2.5. The subroutine PREPRC calculates the S-matrix of antenna

elements given the S-matrix of a feed line and the S-matrix of the elements that include
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feed lines. This is a FORTRAN implementation of equations (2.5-19) through (2.5-22).

Using the S-matrix of elements without feed lines, the desired currents at the elements

can be transformed to the desired currents at the input to feed lines by a process similar

to (2.5-3).

The second change to SANE was implementation of generator phase variation as

discussed in Section 5.3. This is coded as an additional DO loop in the main program to

change initial phase value of the generator. This allows users to find an attenuator/phase

shifter network that is power efficient. This DO loop can be replaced in future with an

optimization routine to find the compensation network with the maximum power

efficiency.

12.2 User's Guide to SANE, Version 2.0

The modifications to SANE were implemented in such way that the program can

be operated with the same set of input variables as the original SANE. However, the

input file format has been changed slightly to accept additional information necessary

in SANE 2.0. An user must perform two tasks before SANE can be executed. The first

task is to modify the parameter statements in the program. The parameter statements

are of the form PARAMETER(NE= n) where n is the number of antenna elements in

the array being considered. There are ten parameter statements in SANE, Version 2.0.

The parameter statements can be changed using a text editor.

The second task is to prepare an input data file. The data file is set up as a series

of alphanumeric character lines which are read through I/O unit 5. The definition and

format of the variables in the data file are listed in Table 12.2-1. There are two blocks

of variables required in SANE. The first block of numbers controls how SANE runs.
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Table 12.2-1. Input file format for SANE.
U

Variable Format Description

FIND A3 Find Compensation Network
PNTITS A3 Print iterations
ERROR E10.3 Maximum error in the nonlinear equations
AERROR El0.3 Maximum attenuator deviation, t
MAXIT 13 Maximum iterations
MAXTRY 13 Maximum generator tries
CHGPHS A3 Change generator phase
NPHASE 13 Number of generator phase changes t
DPHASE FI0.5 Increment in generator phase t
GAMMAG 2F10.5 Reflection coefficient of generator
G 2F10.5 Initial generator value

L SF(I,I) 2F10.5 Feed network S-parameter SF

SF(N + I,N + 1) 2F!0.5 Feed network S-parameter SN+N+l

SA(I,I) 2F10.5 Element S-parameter SA

SA(N,N) 2F10.5 Element S-parameter SA
* REFRNC A3 Feed lines exist

SFL(l,I) 2F10.5 Feed line S-parameter S.3 *

SFL(2,2) 2F10.5 Feed line S-parameter SL *

COORD A5 Polar or complex format for the desired currents
I I(1) 2F10.5 Desired current at element I

I(N) 2F10.5 Desired current at element N
X(l) 2F10.5 Compensation variable X,

X(N) 2F10.5 Compensation variable XN

t not necessary if CHGPHS = 'NO'

t not necessary if FIND = 'NO'

not necessary if REFRNC = 'NO'
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The first two lines are flags FIND and PNTITS. FIND is 'YES' if a compensation

network is to be found and 'NO' otherwise. PNTITS is 'YES' if a summary of the results

at each iteration is to be printed. The third line contains the absolute error allowed in

norm of the nonliner equations (5.2-5). The allowable deviation of the magnitude of the

maximum attenuator value from unity, c, as defined in (5.2-6) is specified in the fourth

line; a tipical value for c is 0.01 which corresponds to the minimum attenuator of

approximately 0.1 dB. The fifth and sixth lines contain the maximum number of

iterations for Newton's method and determining the necessary generator magnitude,

respectively. The seventh line is a flag CHGPHS which is set to 'YES' if the phase of

initial generator is to be changed to find the most power efficient network as discused

in Section 5.3. The following two lines are required if CHGPHS is 'YES'. The first of

these, NPHASE, contains the number of generator phase changes required, and the

second, DPHASE, contains the angle in degrees where generator phase, G, will be

incremented; typically NPHASE is set to 18 and DPHASE is set to 10.0.

In the second block the array characteristic is specified. The first two lines in the

second block are the complex reflection coefficient of the generator (SG) and the

magnitude of the generator excitation (I cG I). The following (n + 1)' lines contain the

S-parameters of the feed network, SF. The next n2 lines contain the S-parameters of the

elements, SA. Following these is a flag REFRNC which is 'YES' if feed line effects as

discussed in Section 2.5 are to be considered. In this case, S-parameters of a feed line

are specified in the four lines following REFRNC. A flag COORD is specified in the

next line. COORD is set to 'POLAR' if the required element currents are specified in the

magnitude-phase format. COORD is 'COMPLEX' if the required currents are specified

in the real-imaginary format. The required element currents are specified in the n lines

following the flag COORD. IF the flag FIND is 'NO' then the next n lines contain the

value of the compensation network.
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L

As an example consider the eight element microstrip array with the sum feed

network as described in Chapter 8. Figure 12.2-1 shows a part of the input data file.

The corresponding output file which is written on 1/0 unit 6 is shown in Figure 12.2-2.

Note that these values corresponds to those in Table. 8.3-1.

X

i

I
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YES solve q.bles
NO print itertion

0.1001-05 error
0.5001-45 attetmator error

020 mx iterations
020 mx tries
YES , enrator Phase
018 Mndker Of dhanes,10.00000 stop -

0.00000 0.00000 amm a
1.00000 0.00000 Generator
0.11700 -0.06800 sum feed 1.1
0.67500 -0.28600 am feed 2,1

-0.23700 -0.03750 sum feed 3,1
-0.23800 -0.02920 sM feed 4,1
-0.05110 -0.02490 sum feed Sl
-0.04530 -0.02410 am feed 6,1
-0.04o00 -0.02650 am feed 7,1
0.0440 -0.02470 sum feed 8,1
0.26W -0.15500 sm feed 9,1

0.25100 -0.12600 am feed 6,9
0.26700 -0.11900 sum fed 7,9
0.26300 -0.13400 sum feed 8,9
0.15700 0.32300 sum feed 9,9

-0.07940 0.12100 arrey 1,1
0.20300 -0.24200 array 2,1

-0.15800 0.01110 array 3,1
0.0719 0.0280 array 4,1
0.00786 -0.08960 array S,1
-0.06110 0.030 M rray 6,1
0.04200 0.02940 array 7,1
0.00065 -0.03710 array 8,1

m6

0.6210 0.06890 array S,8
-0.14000 0.02730 array 6,8
0.16700 -0.24700 array 7,8

-0.04270 0.1400 array ,8I
YESfeed 1ue

0.45737 -0.03313 fl 1,1
-0.06679 0.6"S fl 1,2
-.06679 0.8661 fl 2,1
0.44723 0.10131 fl 2,2

POLAR
1.00000 0.00000 31
1.00000 0.00000 12
1.00000 0.00000 13
1.00000 0.00000 14
1.00000 0.00000 is
1.00000 0.00000 Z6
1.00000 0.00000 17
1.00000 0.00000 38

Figure 12.2-1. SANE input file for the eight element microstrip array with sum feed
network (see Figs. 8.1-1 and 8.1-3).
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XI1. Appendix B: Program SANE-PODCON

This chapter presents a brief description and user's guide to the program

SANE-PODCON (Synthesis of Array with Network and Element coupling for POwer

Divider COmpensation Network). SANE-PODCON solves the system of nonlinear

equations (6.3-6) for power divider compensation network parameters given the desired

element currents and the S-parameters of the antenna elements. A discussion on the

theory used to develop SANE-PODCON is presented in Chapter 6.

13.1 Description of the Code

The program SANE-PODCON consists of five primary blocks: 1) initialization,

2) set up, 3) solve, 4) verify and 5) output, as shown in Fig. 13.1-1. The first block

initializes a scaler variable and two array variables. It consists of three subroutines:

GETEPS, CALCII, and CALCMX. The subroutine GETEPS calculates machine

epsilon of the computer running SANE-PODCON. The machine epsilon is a real

number which a computer can distinguish the difference between 1 and I + t. It is used
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Iniiaiz Parameters

GETEPS 1. Initialize
CALCIN

CALCNIX

Read Data

NUT

2. Set Up
Set Up Nonlinear Equations

PREI'RC
GETAD

GENINX

Echo Input 5./0
ECHO

Solve the Equations

NEWTON
ALPHA 3 ov

CAUJAC 3 ov
CALCSC

GTCI

Calculate Compensated Currents 4. Verify

output the Results510

Figure 13.1-1. Block diagram of SANE-PODCON.
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in calculation of Jacobian of the nonlinear equations. The subroutines CALCII and

CALCMX create indicies used to represent N-way power dividers which are similar to

index system as defined in Section 6.2.2.

The second block reads data from a input file and establishes the nonlinear

equations. The block contains four subroutines: INPUT, PREPRC, GENAB, and

GENINX. The subroutine INPUT reads data from an input file through I/O unit 5.

PREPRC is called when S-parameters of the elements contain the feed lines. The process

is discussed in Section 2.5. The routine GENAB calculates the incident and reflected

wave variables at the elements, {a() and (1A) from the desired element currents using

(2.4-7) and (2.4-8). The initial guess to the solution from desired element currents are

generated in GENINX. This is discussed in Section 6.4.

The third block in SANE-PODCON solves the nonlinear equations set up by the

previous block. The block is consists of NEWTON, ALPHA, CALJAC, CALCSC and

GETSCI. The subroutine NEWTON is the driver routine that approximates the

solutions to the nonlinear equations using Damped Newton's method [D-41. The

damping factor a is calculated in subroutine ALPHA. The subroutine CALJAC

calculates the Jacobian of the nonlinear equations at a particular domain represented

by {X.). It uses a funite difference method to approximate for the Jacobian [D-41. The

routine calls CALCSC and GETSCI which calculates the S-matrix of the compensation

network using equation (6.2-6). In particular, CALCSC calculates the entire S-matrix

and GETSCI calculates i-th column of the S-matrix. This was done to increase the

computational efficiency since the compensation network S-matrix has many redundant

variables.

The forth block calculates the element currents with the compensation network

incorporated into the array network. This provides verification that solutions are correct
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and are not affected by round off error. The element currents calculations are performed

by GETCUR.

The final block contains two routines: ECHO and DISPL.Y. The subroutine ECHO

outputs the input data and other parameters calculated prior to solving the nonlinear

equations. DISPLY on the other hand writes the solution of the nonlinear equations.

Both ECHO and DISPLY writes output to I/O unit 6. The subroutine DISPLY also

writes the resulting S-matrix of compensated feed network through I/O unit 7 in a

format compatible with MCAP.

13.2 User's Guide to SANE-PODCON

An user must perform two tasks before SANE-PODCON can be executed. The

first task is to modify the parameter statements in the program. The parameter

statements are of the form PARAMETER(NE= n) where n is the number of antenna

elements in the array being considered. There are eighteen parameter statements in
i

SANE-PODCON. The parameter statements can changed using any text editor.

The second task is to prepare an input data file. The data file is set up as a series

of alphanumeric character lines which are read through I/O unit 5. The definition and

format of the variables in data file are listed in Table 13.2-1. The first line in the data

file is flag PRTITR, which is set to 'YES' if a summary of the results at each iteration

is to be printed. The second line contains the maximum number of iterations for

Newton's method. The third line contains the absolute error allowed in norm of the

nonliner equations (6.3-6); a typical value of ERROR is 1.0E-05. The fourth line is a

flag GENINT which is set to 'YES' if the initial guess to the solution vector is to be

generated by the program. If GENINT is 'NO' user must supply the initial guess in the
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Table 12.2- 1. Input file format for SANE-PODCON.

Variable Format Description

PRTITR A3 Print iterations

MAXITR 14 Maximum iterations

ERROR F8.5 Maximum error

GENINT A3 Generate initial guess

X(l) 21710.5 Initial guess for power divider network I t

X(N-l) 2F710.5 Initial guess for power divider network N-i t

G 2F710.5 Initial generator value

GAMMAG 2F710.5 Reflection coefficient of generator

REFRNC A3 Feed lines exist

SFL(1,l) 2F710.5 Feed line S-parameter SF t

SFL(2,2) 21710.5 Feed line S-parameter SFL *

SA(I 11) 2F 10.5 Element S-parameter SA,,

SA(N,N) 21710.5 Element S-parameter SA,.,

COORD, A5 Polar or complex format for the desired currents

I(I) 2FI0.5 Desired current at element 1

1(N) 2F10.5 Desired current at element N

t not necessary if GENINT 'YES'

t not necessary if REFRNC ='NO'
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following n-I lines. The next two lines are the reflection coefficient of the generator

U(SG) and the initial magnitude of generator excitation (IcG I). The following n' lines

contain the S-parameters of the elements, SAJ. A flag REFRNC follows next. REFRNC

is 'YES' if feed line effects as discussed in Section 2.5 are to be considered. In this case,

the four lines following REFRNC are the S-parameters of a feed line. A flag COORD

defines the format of the desired currents specified next. COORD is 'POLAR' if the

required element currents are specified in magnitude-phase format. COORD is

'COMPLEX' if the required currents are specified in real-imaginary format. The desired

element currents are specified in n lines following the flag COORD.

As an example consider the eight element microstrip array for the sum pattern

current distribution as described in Chapter 8. Figure 13.2-1 shows a part of the input

data file. The corresponding output file which is written on I/O unit 6 is shown in Figure

13.2-2. Note that these values corresponds to those in Table. 8.3-2.
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NO print iterations
0150 mx iterations
00.00010 Alx error
YES generate initial guess

0.00000 0.00000 Generator
0.00000 0.00000 Gamma 9

YES feed lines
0.45737 -0.03313 fl 1,1

-0.06679 0.88615 fl 2,1 -
-0.06679 0.88615 fl 1,2

0.44723 0.10131 fl 2,2
-0.07940 0.12100 array 1,1
0.20300 -0.24200 array 2,1

-0.15800 0.01110 array 3,1
0.07190 0.08280 array 4,1
0.00786 -0.08980 array 5,1

-0.06110 0.03250 array 6,1
0.04200 0.02940 array 7,1
0.00065 -0.03710 array 8,1

0.00065 -0.03710 array 1,0
0.03750 0.03240 array 2,8

-0.05690 0.01750 array 3,8
0.01790 -0.06680 array 4,8
0.08210 0.06890 array 5,8

-0.14000 0.02730 array 6,8
0.16700 -0.24700 array 7,8

-0.06270 0.14600 array 8,8
POLAR current format

1.00000 0.00000 12
1.00000 0.00000 12
1.00000 0.00000 13
1.00000 0.00000 14
1.00000 0.00000 IS
1.00000 0.00000 16
1.00000 0.00000 17
1.00000 0.00000 is

Figure 13.2-1. SANE-PODCON input file for the eight element nicrostrip array
with sum pattern excitation (see Fig. 8.1-1).
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13.3 Program Listing

ow
Cw SANE1 - POOCON
C* a
C* Synthesis of Arrays with Network and Element coupling
o* for Pwsr Oivider COmpenation Networks
ow
* P_ 1gr : Koichiro Takanicaf
S evsion : August 4, 1968 a-

owe eaaa .eae ea a a .aae a e ,we i a eas a a a s N *l

S1.3.6 8/04/88 geicur added
a* 1.3.S 4/22/88 fixed error in calesc and getci
a 1.3.4 10/25/87 fixed error in geninx
a* 1.3.3 10/14/87 fixed error in geninx
a* 1.3.2 10/11/87 fixed bugs in calcsc a
a* 1.3.1 10/10/87 subroutine getsci added to increase the efficiency
a* 1.3.0 10/09/87 subroutine calcso added to replace function so
c, 1.2.2 8/06/87 subroutine prepro added to take care of x-mission
c* lines on thi array board
a* 1.2.1 7/01/87 genimx added (creates initial guess solution vectors
CE 1.1.0 5/15/67 SANE-POCON written from SANE- 4ACON
Ca a

program anepodcon

perameter INE*)
coelex*16 xINE ),jacobNENE ),fINE)
conlexa16 stliZ,2 ) ,sZI NE ,NE ) ,curr2( NE ) ,sa( NE ,NE ) ,currnt( NE )
rea error
integer maxitr
chra*ctera3 yes ,prtitri-ggnint ,rfrmc
character*26 vers

coumon/vrsion/ves
comuon/option/error,mxitr ,prtitr ,gonint
coiuon/ptch/stlsa2,currZ,refrnc
couunantena/sa ,currnt
comn/time/itimel itimet

call timeon

c----version u-er
a 12345678"91234567890123456

vers a '1.3.6 August 4, 1988'

yes='YES'
0

---- initialization

call "mcps
call calcii
call calom

.---- read input variables
a

call input
a
a----get anterm patch S-matrix

if Irefrno.eq.yes) then
call preo

endif

ao----set ip the nonlineer equatione

call genab
a
a----generate initial guess
0

if (genint.oq.yesI then
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a --- rin th inutvariables and the nonlinear equations

call echo

call timack itimel)

a ---- solve the equations
c

call newton
c
c ---- print the result
a

call disply

c---- vari fy the compensation network
a

call getcur
c

stop
and

L 0 subrout ine iniput
c
c read input data thru i/o, unit S
c

parameter (NE86)

couplexw16 xl no),jacobi no ne J sal no no ),cur,-nt no I
ccgplex*16 g~gamag,sa21 nene)I,curr~l no I,stli 22) ,sn,cn
real1 errorU real*& d~r smog sang icag scphase vchnginteger .axitr
cheracter43 yes ,prtitr gonintrofrnc

&o.o/wdrnrm/x ,jacob

couanoption/error ,maxitr,prtitr,ganint
* cowmuVpath/stl ,sa ,currZ ,r~frnc

dr a 3. 142592654 / 160 .0
YeSu 'YES'
polar a 'POLAR'
compl a 'RECTA'

c
a------------------ read in the options
a

(adl5,0 prtitr ,mmitroarrer
10 forest 3/i4/feS)

c------------------ initial gueass

readl 5,30) gunint
30 forumtla3)

if iganint.ne~yes) then

40 foruatl 2fIO.5)
endif

a--- gon rotor

readi5,401 g
read( 5,40J goomag
sngmng
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WEIa g

o----enterm feed lines
a

readI15,501 refmru
50 forqatla3l

if Irefrno.eq. 3tm
read (5,401

en-di f
c ---- entenne s-antrix

reed(5*401 (ai3,aEimI3

a ---- desired current
a

roodlS,6OI coord
60 formetlaS)

iflIcoord.eq.pol~r) then
do 100 ixlNE

read(5,403 ingpan
currntli a dcspi( ugedcosl angdzr 3,umgedsin( angedzr))

100 continue
also

niedI 5,40) IcurrntI i ),il,NE)
enidif

a ------ lculte the initial guess for the Generator
a

if (cdmblxINEJ.ls.l.Od-053 then
cong a , I I (currnt(IJI
ephas. a dbloe phase Icurrut(I1 Il dtr
dung a 3.141LS926S4/4.0*leve1-cphaso
xl ne Idurplxlcmeg*dcosl dengi cmagdcsl dwng 3

endif
return

arl

subroutine prepre

8 calculate S-ostrix of elements without feed lines
" see Section 2.5

parmeoter (NEx40I

coeplex*16 sal ne,ne) 3,awl ne ,ne 3,currntl neo)
couplex*16 curr2tneips2Z(netneiostl(2,ZI,one
cheracter*3 refrne

ccnuon/ptch/stlsaZ ,curr2 ,refrnc

orms(l.0,0.0)

a

do 100 iallne
do 110 ju1,ne

110 continue
100 continue

a--itera te from iul. to NE

do 200 imlpne
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o2---calculat 5 '(ij and S*Ijti3 for jal to HE except ja

do *-9n
if Njne.iJ he

an i
210 220tiuI

sup( 3,k JssaZ( j,k I-stl,2 *..apl j i)*wwa( i,kI/a (cne-Istl(Z2Z)*sap iii) I
endif

Z2l continua

aa---- keep a copy of S

12 an iu

230 cotinue~nr~
00cniu

o generate initial qgm to the solution

Uc
persee (NE*S)
coumplexe16 xl tEl, jacobt NE) vsel NE vNE),currntl NE), cdzgro
ineger8 lee ,I NEchse4 NEpaMgNE ) vpg*ase( NE ) ,zero Pone ,dang;
cowman /wn/x v ec

coma /atenesa Currnt

cdaero a 10.0,0.03

c ---- alculate the neonituda and the phase of reqjired current
a

do 100 izINE
ceagi icdabslcurrntI i 33

ophasel i ) acilef phesel curnt ( i ) I )*3. l41S92654/UW. .0
100 continue

o----.celculate the n~ndser of level, of power dividers necessary

level a intloglotNE3)/ogZ.03+0.S3
atuo
do.200 ial Ilevel

o--compute the .. gitude and phase of initial gums

kocepizi j-1 )N*ui,

if Icmqlkoamz2).ne.zwroi than

amgl = 1up lacesgikacupI )/dsqrtl one-%mgI j.ct))
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pi - o~t )uzero
endif fchs~eml
poliasel isot lacphase( keompZ ahae ecp

210 continue

200 continue~
ao---- convert the initial guss in the rectangular coordinate form

do 600 i=1,ne-1
d i )dcWpbctpmwgl i J*dco%(pphasel ii),pueg1 j )*dsjnlpphasel ii))

600 continue
return
end

sub~routine meos

o compute muchine epsilon

c

reel aedups, sqep
cmon/aacpar/ mdmpscsreps

- inchaps 21.0
100 ",ep F maI F / 2.0

if Iahps#l.0.gt.0) got. 100
"mhep. * chups * 2.0

spaup spa-ti 'cheps)
return
end

"~drout ine genab

a generate a's and b's of antenna array
a using eqns. 12.4-7) and 12.4-81
a

pa-ramter (NEzS)
complex*16 a(NE ),b(NE)3,saNE,NE ),currntNE ),gvgamg
complex*16 tmpvl NEI, tenpmiNE ,NE)
complex*16 saZ( NE ,NE 3 currZt NE 3,stl( 2,2) ,ap( NE)J bP( NEI
charactere3 refrnc yes

cmmo/gmartr/ggaasg
common/antena/sa ,currnt
coamonpatch/stlpsaZ ,curr2 ,refrnc

yesamYES'

ac----summation of I .a*cue-rent)

do 200 ial,HE
teepvli 1.10.0,0.0)
do 100 jz1,NE

if Erefrncjeq.yes) then
tepv( i 3ateepvli is+sa2(i ,j 3*ajrrntl :z

else
tePW( i teepv i )+sai ij )*currntl j)

endif
100 continue-
200 cont iue

c ---- 11-SA3
C,

do 400 i*l 1 NE
do 300 JulNE

if irefrnc.eq.yes) then
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also

andi f
300 continue tmili00.00.)

to'pl~Jta.Iii*l000
400 ccntue

c -- teapoleet -1 )*tapv
- call matmol (NE,tempv,teupui

c---- ascurrent .6

do 500 i~lvNE
bE i itewnvi i

if 4refrnc:*q.yasi then
api i~e 1281

Ip i lab( i 3
*(j ag olj-stlj 2,2 IbpiI Ii/stlIZ,1)

bEi Onst ll)wal i 3.stlI 1,2 j*bpl ii
currZt i )ucurrntl 1
currntl i mel i -bEi)

end if
S00 continue

return
and

wLbromutine edc

a echo the input file
c

perameter (NEI
coeiplexsl6 x(NE 3,jacbNE ,IE 3aEE 3b E)
CCNPomeX16 gwm %*aNE*NE )vcurrnt(NE IU cmilx16~ to(E ~urZN)slZ

integer mexitr
Choratrw orirgnint ref mcoyes
cheractur026 veins

comimon/wuIcru/,jacob
coeinon/netwrk./sn ,cn

* common/weves/a 6
comn/genrtr/g ,geauisg
cogumon/anteie/sa ,curmt
commoan/ptio/rror ,maxitr ,prtitr ,ganint
conmoon/macpar/mcheps ,sqrspe
coammc/vi on/vers
commn/ptch/stl ,saZ,curr2 ,refrnc
yesr z*YES'
writ,16,103 vens

10 formatt' ***oos* SANE-POOCOW moe Version ',A26 ,// 3
wiritel 6,20 petitr,es-ror,imxitr

20 fornat(I I teration dump s * .3
a Error for the norm of system a 'oEl2.S/
S Naximum number of iterations a P
witel6M303 ices

30 fomnet(' *whins Epsilon a ',E12.51

--------------------------initial guess

if Egnint.eq.yesl then
writeI6,40 I

40 fometl *initial guss were calculated.,')
also

writel ,,453
45 formutt ' Initial gss were inputted.'
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nid if
write(6,50i

50 F0RMtATI - The initial guess for the solution vector,)
writaE6,60) fj~xli),cdabslxii)),phasalxli)IPial,NE)

60 format(3X,X,12i IE1Z.5,,.E1Z.5,')
a ;* I4xv
writel6,70 ) NE gaomm&-g,--;bsI gaiag I *phase( ogag

70 format(/,lSX,'---- Network Parametter --
A -h nem network containes 1,13,1* elements'/
A * reflection coefficient of the generator *I)1.,,
a E12.5,) aI fS.S,'/',fS 3/,',80x, ____

S ' The S-matrix of the antema array)
do 85 izl,NE

writei6,80) (saliW),::INEI
so formatt3x,811 f .3* * * f5.W,) 'I)
8s continue

call calcscl sc,x)
writat 6,200)

200 format(//,' The S-matrix of initial feed network')
do Z10 iml,ne.1

220 foruat13x,91,fS. ,f 3,1
210 continue

write(7,230) Islij~~~:,El~z,1l
230 formatf2flO.5,l Power Divider Feed ,1,il

if frefrnc.eq.yes) then
write(6,01

~G format( //' The des ired currents at the patch edge% 'I
wri teal6100) Iii ,currntl ii cdabef currtl i ) I,Phesecurrntii))s
a l,ne)

100 formatP Zt*i2,') X (,elZ.5,,,e12.S,3
& ,*'8x9,

110 format(I//'* The desired currents at the reference plane * I
writaI~pl003 (iicurr2iil,cdabslcurr2li)),phasetcurr2lil),i1,NE)

also

120 frmat/6; The desired currents')
A phaselcurrnti )),121,NE)
endi f
return
and

c

subroutine calcf Ifox)
c calculate the nonlinear eqtuations ( 6.3-61
c

parametert NE=8)
complex*16 fINE),x(NEIpfelut,a(NE),b(NE),sn,c-n,zl~sctNE.1,NE~l)

comon/netwrk/sn ,cn
omsnves/a ,b

c ---- get scattering matrix of compensation network
0

cell calasclsc,x)
a

c
do 100 i1I,ne

Zl z 0.0
felot 2 -at ij
do 110 jx1,ne

felmt feslat * sci j )VbI j)
zi a Zl - sc~ne.1jb 0)

110 continue
ft ii a felot + sot i ,ne.1 *1cnx fne )+snwzl)

100 continue
return
end
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C

a calculate i-th nonlinear eqution
C*

parameter (NExaJ

coqew6 X(NE),a(NE),6(NE3snqcnvzl
=ou1=116 fele~mt,sctNE.1,NE.1)

coumn/natwrk/sn ,cn
aomon/wve/ ,b

Zl a 0.0
call gstsai( 1,30 ,x

feoia'f*~ * set i, 3 lubEj)
zI azI - se(NE*1,j)*b#3)

100 continue
Wenst a folent + ga i ,NE.1 3*Io (tlNE ),snzl)

return
and

wmhroutine caloal so,X)

a calculate S-mtrix of power divider compensat ion network

a
parameter (NE *8 I
comesmiiii/iam
Roqilexal6 x(N!Jsa( NEal ,NE+ ,k( NE*2 ),pE NE*2 I,one,zero
COMqPleXw16 set~,c teplc ,pld ,piovrZ
integer i,i,l1m, lO'llevel
integer zIj1,iNENE,xNENE)
real*8 beta ic,dzero,

oneat 1. 0,0. 03
zarosIO.0,0.0)
dzero *0.0
betale 3.141S926S4 / 4.0
plez cdexpI dcmplxl dzoro,-betalc 33
oldx odexpi damplxi dzero,-2. Oabetalc) 3

piovrZ a (0.0,1.0)

a

do 100 lal,NE-1
lo (l-l)*2+1le 21*2
ki la)zcdabslx(l))
if lkle.ne.zoro) then

else
PI l.)none

andif
ki lojone-kI le)
p( lo Imone

100 continue
levelsinti logI floati NE 33/logE2.03.0.5)

a------- input port S-peramter

aol NEal ,NEal 3zero

c

do 200 i*INE
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do 210 1. leelw*
iluiiij,13
sctwupuatemp~cdsqrtI ki ii) lapi ii )UplC4Siovrt

210 Cot imne
ct i ,NE.1 Insctwol!
sc(NE+1,j Jusctinu'

200 cont inue

c---SC(i,i3

do 300 ixl,NE
seteupszero
do 310 1.1 level
jiizij,13
l~zlujlod(jl,2)-sod( il+l,2)
sctnioskl1)*pl ipE ii *pld
1121-1
do 320 llzll,l,-1

sctupxsctupNk( ii jaPEii Jepi iiplcwplc*(-1.0,0.03
320 convtiniue

Scteupsctu~sctnp
310 continue

ct i, i Jictiap
300 continue

a--SCii and SCiii inl 16.2-6)

dob0isi/ sia1

do 410 jul ,NE/Z
sotmPsne
do 420 lul level

jliiI jl I3
ectwwzsctaN( ii )Ukl jl)
*ctupusctup'pE il )upl j lceploal -1.0,0.03

420 Continue
*ci~j Izcdsqrt( scte~w )sctup

410 cniu
400 continue

c
c--SCi in (6.2-61

iendzM4/2-1
do 500 izlviwWd

jbgnui*1

1bgniumx i ,j 3

scmp-cdsqrtl kIil Jukijll) IpIii J*pIji i*pld
.sedubgn-l
do 520 aslsmermd

jluii( jeJ~
50 sctousctp~cdqrt~klil 3uk~l l JpEil Japi ji plc~plc*( -1.0,03

act M pzsctup

do 530 1 zlbgiplevel

*ctwPuk(11 ~IpI 3p1iI 3Npld
do 540 malooen

ilaii( j.01
jluiif j 'a)
sctupisctapwcdsqrt(k(i lakE jlJijp) i lap)jl )plc~plcI( -1.0)

540 continue
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U sctempnsc tomnpsctw
530 continue

act ijJst
00:1 j s mctemp

510 continue
500 continue

---------------------------SCiv in (6.2-6)

do 600 izNE/Z,1,iand
jbgnai G
endrjbi, en

lbgiui.x( i-NE/Z~j-NE/Z3
l(i,lbgn3

jli(2,ibgn)

sc u zcdsqrt( ki l )elfl j) NpEil)ifpEji)ipld
.end lbgn-l
do 620 *Clsmnd

ilxii i ,ml
jlziii j'M I
sctupxsctq*cdsqrttk( ii )4( ji ) )ip( ii )*(ji )iplcifplcf( -1.0)

620 continue

il~iil i I)
12i1'aodl il 92)-modt i2+lP2)
sctmpmk(l11 Ip4 il J~p( xl Ipld
gsndl-l
do 640 uulpuend

ilmiil i,m)
j1i it me)
sctmpzsctupifcd srt( kti ii)ikl rl ) IpI il) Pji )ifPlC"Ifci(_-.03

640 continue
scteuiq~sctemp*sctvP

630 continue

10 continue
600 continue

return
and

C*

subroutine gmtscil i,sc,X)
c

* a get i-tit row of compensation networK S-imtrix
C*

parameter (NE=83

complexifl6 xiNE),sceNE,1,NE,1),k(NEf2).p(NEif2J,OnezerO
comnylexif16 sotemp ,%ctip,plc ,pld ,piovr2

ra* eala ,dzera
integer ijijl~mpla~je~jevel
integer i1,j1.i&(NENEhsmdNENE)

one=( 1. 0,0.0 1
zerou(0.0,0.03
dzero 0.0

betaic u3.1415926S4 / 4.0
plez cdexpl dciiplxl dzero ,-betalcl)
pidn cdexpldcplx(dzro,-2.0ifbtall)

c ---- compute power ratio end pase shifts
c

do 100 1:1,NE-i

Ise 1*2
KI Ic Jcdabs(x(l 1)
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if (kileljie.zero) then
P4 W.axil dI 1.l)

else
P4 Is Imam

endi f
k(lo, )one-kiIs)J
pi lo )ome

100 continue
levelsinti logE float(NE) I logE 2.0 3.0.5)

c --- SC~j,NE) mnd SCINE,i)

do 200 jal~ne
scteMzone
do 210 11l,level
jiii jil)
smcoeuctemp*cdsqrtE kE j) Jp ji )Nplcupiavr2

200 continue

if liajt.ne) then
*l +,NE+l )xero

also

do 30 11 level

sctmpsctpIkE ii RpE ii )p( ii Iplc~plc*( -1.01
310 continue

sctiiipzScteap+sctiP300 continue

c--SCii and SCiji in (6.2-61

if Ei.ge.ne/2+li then
jbgnal

else
jbgtaPE/2+l~end=NE

do 400 jujbgmpjw-d
scteupzone

do 410.1=1 level

jiiij,l)
sotespaseteopekI il RakE jLIR
sctupsuctapopi i l~pE ji *plc*plcE -1.0)

410 Continue
"Ici1. R~xcdsqrt( acteap Rasotwp400 continue

a--SCi in 46.2-6)

if (i.l*.NE/21 then
do,500 ?ulpNE/2

jinindlbgl
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sotupuictupea cdsqrtl ki ii ki ji I N( ii ep ji )Nplc4Splc*SI .0
510 continue

~"20 lubgnpleve1

sctmp-kE11 3ep( ii 3*p( ii i*pld

do 530 mzl,.gnri

jiuil jpm
sctmpusctwp*

a cdsqrtI k( ii )UkI 3)) JpE ii JePf j )Nplc*Plc*f -1. 0)
530 continue

scteumpsctewp*sctap
520 continue

set i,j luscehwo
£01 j, jsctdMp

S00 continue
also

c
-------------------- SCiv, in (6.2-6)

do 600 julE/2.1,tE
if (j.ne.i) then

jlziii j,lbgnl
sctupc-cdsqrtik( ii i*kI i I JpIii Jwp( ji Jpid
mendlbgn-1
do 610 onioumn"

sctUPsctup,
a cdsqrtt ki ii k( ji) 3p(i lepi ji)Nplc~plc*t -1.03

610 continue
sctWTUsctup

do 620 rbgn,ievel
ilaiii i'll
11iIimodt jl,2J-uad( iI+1,Z1
==tupkI 11le*pIii IpI ii *pld

.1rdu-1
*do 630 m Ai

sctmpnsctnpv
a cdsqrtlk(il)Nk(jl)wpfil)pjlplc~plc*(I.03

630 continue
sctouipscteuP+*ctnp

620 continue
sci i, 3 scteep
SCcl juscuhq2

andif
600 continue

"ndif
endi f
return
and

a
Ceu*S * u e W N* NU 5 5 5 5 N**
0

subroutine ceacii
0
c calculate index systen used in power divider network
c
C* **** ****CN * *U* *5** * ****** * * * ** * *5
c

parameter (NES I
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ineger iij n. onejI ,mdno ne 3 level

leveluinti logi floatNE 3 /logI 2.0 3.0.5)
icoiumtul NE-i1102
do 100 lulevelP1,-1

do 110 i~liNE
iii i ,1I )8i&ccunt-I ne-i 3/12*011-1))1

110 cont iue
icounmcounat-11/I20011-1 1)

100 continue
return
end

0

subrout ine oelcm
c
c calculate index system used in power divider network
0
C*

perameter ( NEW

integer i ilNE ,NE ),mxINE ,NE I level
commn/iii/ii ,mC

leveluinti logi floeti NE) 3/logI 2.01+0.5)

do 100 kalevelo2,-I
jbgiuZuok/4+1
jweodm**k/2
IstPU200l k-i 3
do 110 isl~ne/2PisteP

lend~i.E jend-jbgn)
do 120 llbnilend

do 130 z 1"

130 cotinue
120 continue
110 continue
100 continue

return
and

subroutine caljac;
parmeteri NE8)

o calculate on of the nonlinear equtions

complexo16 xlNE ),jacobNE,NE)
compex*6 fNErtmpxINE ,itemxENE)

reel4 rtpimtop ,reteop, iwtsp,re jac, imiec ,zero, typx
noep , asqreps

coio/.wuw.%Vx, jacob

o ---- two current solution

ciil alcf f ,x 3
do 1000 izl,NE

rtaePXi Wlxi i)
ItesVpxl i )*X( i

1000 continue
a
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a ---- use finite difference in real part
a

do 2000 j*X,HE
if I dabWdreaItx~jJ). gt.ypx) than

eteadreall xl j3 eSqreps

restopadsign( typK ,creal( W jJ I JIsqrsps
Pq endif

rtewpx j )wxt j )dcaplxl rue *ap
a
ac----use finite difference in imaginary pert

if ldwbsldimglxt33.gt.typx) then
iustepadimagw I j Jeqrops
imtempadimaglxi J )+instop

- ama tap. ateip-dauagl xj I3I
alse

imstepadsigtt typxcvdimagl xl :) I *sqrep
ondif
iteepxf j 3X1 j$ )4apXI awro, iuatep I

a

do 2100 iwlNE
rejaaul dreell felentl i ,rtmpx 3-ft i 333/rastep
ie~al drool( feleut( i, i t N-tii /iaa
jacabfi i2dmplxlrejac,-iujaacI

IrtempXI j IUXE j
iteupXf 2 )UXl 2)

2000 cont inue
return
and

an
a5 subroutine newton
a madifined nmwtansV mothod driver

a
parameter (NEsSI
aauylexe1b x(NE 3,jcb (NE ,NE deltaxt NE I,f iNE)

resL rr rnr phse
iter mnaxitr, iter

* charaoter3 yes, prtitr, gwiint
logical aiphiak

cainnP ikfte/x, jacob
cciwawV'cptian/error ,mxitr ,prti tr,genjnt
cominan/pinfa/reslaptalphakdel tax, f
cmoan/result/iret 1, iter

a-- initiliz

iretwO
iterai

a---is error less than spaaif iod

100 call aalcftf,x)
ahockvadaior. ne)
iftcheckv.lt.orror) got. 99
ift iter.ne.1.uid.prtatr.eq. YES 3 then

L writel,l903 itert c!ecV, alpha
10 forumw iteration:1,4,PUPnorm *'j,elZ.5,3x9'olphe a ,eIZ.SI

endif

ac---- get Jccbian

Call caijac
a
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@---get next stop

do 200 iml~ne

200 continue
0

call metsoll na,dmltax,jeccb 3

a ---- gmt damping factor

call dapedlalphs)
a --- cmpto next estimation to the solution

do 300 iallne
x( i )2x(& s lspudaltaxf i)
if ((i .ne.NE).and.Ecabs(x( a3).gt.1.01) iretut

300 continua

a ---- show the result of this iteration

wrjtall0,201 iter, ca v, alpha
20 forwatti iteraticn:,'i,3xP'norw a 'j,*l2.5,3x,'alphm * ,el.51

writs(10,21J xlne)
21 formtl2*12.S)

if (irst.eq.2) than
write( 10,30)

30 formetV aI fx 0MXi ) > 1. Program terminated )1
90oto t9

andif

ac---- is iteration less than max
a

iter a iter +
if (iter.lt.mexitr) goto 100
iretu1

999 return
and

a
subroutine daupedi alpha)

a compute damping factor alpha
a

parameter (NEzS)

real landa, u. It minalp, norn, leftad, rigtsd, If, insqrt
logical alphok
complox*l6 xINE),jaceb(NE,NE),xtamplN),deltaxtN!Jtf(NEIpfts"p(dE)
complexal6 teuupj, anslop

ccun/ta*1w/x, ja cob
ccna/info/roslop ,alphok ,dultax, f

cc--initialize

aiphoul.0
landaul. oe-02
UU0 .5
120.1
fo2lflf)
alphok-. true.
its0
inslcps(O.0,0.0)

o----campute
a

do 15 isl,NE
toipaO.0,0.0 I
do 10 jz,NE
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r
L

10 teM p~~~oj~iCao4j

F2. continues
reslop - reallinslop)L..20 &do oiuiltE

30 cont inuecall calef I f tem,Xtemp3
frevalf I f temp)
if I f rev it fo~alphaslantdaereslop) return

aln ufalse.

altempa-resloPAM2s fprev-fo-reslop 1)
aiprevealpho
ftprevafpeh,
if (altemp.lt.0.alphaJ then

eailphean. lesljha

.Ilphaeltusp
uiif

itsit#l
if (it.lt.l0j gpo. 20
alphoka.false.
return
end

subrout ine getcur

C*

parameter £ NE8

complex*16 xl NE I, P acob( NE ,NE),sal NE ,NE I ,currntf NE I
complexlb6 g, ,wagsalNENE ),curr(NE ),stlI 2.2) ,sc(NE.1,NE.1)
complox516 nIN~ sntl NE NEI, temp. CNE*2 ,NE*2 ,teanpcl NE*a I

coPlex*16 calcurl NE~o I pENE I bpl NE)

e- k/uankrawdnu/x, jacob
co= onatener/se ,ourrntp coumrnaptchstl ,sa2 pcurrZ profrnc

Yes a 'YES,

a--------------------------initialize tempo and temps to zero

do 100 iwI,NE*Z
teMpcl"il Z 10.0,0.01
dot110 ?uIjNE*2

110 continue
100 continue

ac----gspt sn and on of the compensation netkork

call calcecl so,xI
do 200 i1,pNE

ontli) z xlNE) a scli,HEI)
do 210 j*l,NE

snt~i,j3 a set i,j).gmmgschi,.NE.1W*cINE.1,33
210 continue
200 continue

a
a i-" p the mantrix equastion describing the entire network

dlo 300 islNE
tempclil ontla)
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ompslz+,J+NE -sa(ivj)
towpoli~j) a -ent(i~j)

310 continue
tomPsiNE~i) a (1.0,0.01
tempsINE~j,j) * 1.0,0.0)

30continue
ne2 a NE*2
call notsol(no2tompo-tomps) HI
do 400 isl,NE

celcuri i a tmmpc i4NE )-teopcii
400 continue

write ( ,z03
20 format( //' The calculated currents at the referenwce plane 1)

do 500 izlsNE
wrjte(69,10) im-calcurli ),dcabsicalcur( i I),phaselcalcuri i)I

10 formst13x,II'9iZv' 2 I',F1O.5,',,9F1O.5,'1 2

SO0 continue C. /9FO)
if (ref"n.eq. yes) then
do 600 xxltJE

bpii) a (temp F-tlml)twacNE~i))/stl(l,2)
alp, ii a stllZ,l)Ctemc(NE+ii~stlE2,2Jbp ii
calcurti) a apl)t(iJ

600 continue
write(6,301

30 for matt"/1 The calculated currents at the patch edne '1
do 700 ia1,NE

writet 6,10) i ,alcurI i ) doabel calcuri i ,pheeeicalcurti i
700 continua

endi f
return
end

a

subroutine disply

o output the results
0

parameter iNE8I)

couplexc16 xINE), jacob(NENE IvscINE~l,NE~l I
como~n~mku'/x, jacob

comnresult/iret I i ter
con.ntm/itiaselitime!

write(6s,4)
4 format('l -- RESULT ---- '//

if firet.eq.0) then
writef6,5) iter

5 formatI Program was successful. Nu.mber of iteration 2 ,j4)
also

writo(6,61 iret
6 formatPI program was unsuccessful. iret a ',ill

endi f
call timecki itime2)
rtiue a floetlitimml-itinal) / 100.0
write( 6P71 rtiuu

7 formtt/CPU time a ',f6.2,' secnd ' 1
write, 6,101

10 formatl -ma required power divider specification V11
write, 6,20) fipx~iI,.cdabslxiij),Phasefixl I,izlpne-lI

20 formmt(SX'X(',i2P'I 2 z',elZ.5,',',elZ.5,'I
S **,;SOX,' _________ 'write( ,401 xI NE ,cas lNE 3) ,Phese(lNE I

40 formetl/I Generotor = 00f.v,'fS.S,l z

call calosc so,x)-
write, 6,200)

200 format(//,' The S-matrix of modified feed network')
do 210 ial,no~l
write46,220) (SC(ivjljIjl,ne~lI
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L
220 formt(3x,9('°,f5.3,*,',f5.3, ' 3J

210 Continue
writet8,230) ((sclij),i, j, -,NE+I),i=iNE.I3

230 FORMATIfO.5, Power Divider Feed ',il,,',il)
call timecki itimeZ)
rtime x floattitime2) / 100.0
write(6,2 0) rtime

240 formatt///' Total CPU time 1 ,f6.Z, 0 seconds 1)
return
end

a
C*

real function 1ff f
C

o norm squared

parameter (NES)

coup1.xcl6 f(NE)
lfzO.0
do 10 iul.NEif~f ft j iccaNnjgl ft ii)

10 Continue
lf.0.Salf
return
end

real f nction drorm Ivectorn3
a
o double peraision norm

a

cou lex*16 vector1 n-
real*6 temp

t@mpO.0
do 100 iml,n

temp=cdsbs(vector( ii i)cZtmp
100 continue

dcormdsqrt( temp
return
end

a

subroutine matsol (n,bopassf
a
a----matrix equation solver

parameter (NE28)
comple" 6 pass( I NE E ) ,a( 29E, ZuNtE , tEmp,b( Z2*E )reldipmx
integer ipivott Zcm-i },n

a
S---- transfers the information in the vector pass to the matrix a

do 100 izI,n
do 110 jzl,n

al ,i !-pass I i-i }n+j)
110 cAnzrus
100 continue

a
S---- factor the matrix into an upper triangular matrix using

o implicit pivoting.
a

do 200 kzl,n-1
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c----perform the implicit pivoting
a

do 210 irosk .
dizdcabst a( arcw,k ))
do 211 :.kl,n

if (di.lt.dcabSta irmuj)3i diudcabs(alirowyjI)
211 continue

if Idcabstaiircw,k))/di.gt.max) then
ipivot (k Juirw
maxadcabs(aI irow,k 3 )/di M

endif
210 continue

C
c----swap the two rows
0

do 220 iskpntemDual k i )

a(ki )=a( ipivottk ,i
al ipivott k) ,i 12temp

220 continue

*---ero the k column

do 230 iuk*l,n
temp-ali i,k )/a( k,k)
a( i,k )=temp
do 231. 1 k.,n

231 continua
-30 continue

200 continue

c----stablish the corresponding b vector
a

do 300 kal,n-l
c
c----pivot the b vector
c

b, t)b( ipivot I k

b( ipivotI k) otemp

c----perform the row multiplications on b
c

do 310 ~k.1,n
bij 11k*.a jk)ib 13

310 continue
300 continue

c----backsolve for the solution vector

b( n b(n)/a(n,n)
do 400 iia2,n

izn+l-ii
tepemb4 i )
do t4101;lpn *alij)

S10 continua
b( i atemp/al i,i )

400 continua
return
end

0

function phaea.x)

o calculate phase of complex variable x in dagrees
c
co

enyleXw16 x,zaro
•IA 6 rZd
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r2d~xaO.o/3 .14139265s4

if ( (drealx )d.sq. zero). ard. (diuegf x). eq. zero I than
phasszo.O

else
Phasasrgl( datari~idimegi xi drealf xi ured)

endif
return
and

C*

real function doabsixi

aa double percis ion complex absolute

a* e u e e ae e e 0 * a 0e *e awe * 
a

cowplex'16 x

dcabszsngl(cdabs(x)i
retn
end
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